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What do you think?
The tug is pulling the airliner
with just enough force to
maintain a constant velocity.
If the tug instead pulls with
double this force, what
will happen to the airliner?
(a) It will move with a faster
constant speed. (b) It will
move for a while with a
constant speed and then
its speed will increase.
(c) Its speed will increase
continuously.

In this chapter, your goals are to:
• (4-1) Describe the importance of forces in determining how an object moves.
• (4-2) Use Newton’s second law to relate the net force on an object to the object’s
acceleration.

•
•
•
•

(4-3) Recognize the distinctions among mass, weight, and inertia.
(4-4) Draw and use free-body diagrams in problems that involve forces.
(4-5) Describe how Newton’s third law relates forces that act on different objects.
(4-6) Apply the sequence of steps used in solving all problems involving forces,
including those that also involve kinematics.

To master this chapter, you should review:
• (2-2, 2-3) The ideas of displacement, velocity, and acceleration for motion in a
straight line.

• (2-4, 2-5, and 2-6) The concepts and equations of straight-line motion with
constant acceleration, including free fall.

• (3-2, 3-3) How to add vectors and how to do vector calculations using components.
• (3-4) The ideas of displacement, velocity, and acceleration in two dimensions.

4-1 How objects move is determined
by the forces that act on them
In the language of physics, the tug in the above photo exerts a force on the airliner. Force
is a vector: It has both magnitude and direction. For example, the force the tug exerts
on the airliner points in the direction of the airliner’s motion, while the ground exerts
a friction force on the airliner that points backward (opposite to the airliner’s motion).
The magnitude of each force is a measure of how strong it pushes or pulls on the airliner.
What determines how the airliner moves is not any one single force but rather the
combined effect of all the forces that act on it. If the forward force from the tug has
the same magnitude as the backward friction force, these two oppositely directed force
vectors cancel and add to zero. In this case the airliner moves with a constant velocity.
But if the tug pulls harder than the force of friction, the forces do not cancel, and there
is a net force in the forward direction. Then the airliner accelerates.
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4-2 If a net external force acts on an object, the object accelerates

Experiment shows that no matter how hard the tug pulls on the airliner, the airliner pulls back on the tug with an equally strong force. This turns out to be true for
forces of all kinds: If one object exerts a force on a second object, the second object
necessarily exerts a force on the first one.
These observations are at the heart of Newton’s laws of motion, a time-tested set
of physical principles that have a tremendous range of applicability. We’ll use Newton’s
laws throughout the remainder of this book. We’ll devote this chapter and the next to
understanding these laws and some of their most important applications.
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TAKE-HOME MESSAGE
FOR Section 4-1
✔ What determines how an
object moves is the combined
effect of all of the forces
(pushes or pulls) that act on
the object.
✔ If one object exerts a force
on a second object, the second
object must also exert a force
on the first object.

4-2 If a net external force acts on an object,
the object accelerates
If you want to start a soccer ball rolling along the ground, you have to give it a push or
kick. If you’re a hockey goalie and want to deflect a puck away from the goal that you’re
defending, you have to hit the puck with your hockey stick. And if your dog runs off in
pursuit of the neighbor’s cat, you have to pull on the dog’s leash to slow it down and bring
it to a halt. In each of these cases you’re changing the velocity of an object, either making it speed up (for the soccer ball), changing the direction of its motion (for the hockey
puck), or making it slow down (for your dog). And in each case to cause the object’s
velocity to change, you have to exert a force — that is, a push or a pull — on that object.
Forces are vectors because they have both magnitude and direction. For example, you
might pull a glass of your favorite beverage gently toward you or push a plate of cafeteria
food forcefully away from you. When more than one force acts on an object, what determines how the object moves is the vector sum of all of the forces acting on that object, also
called the net external force
 on the
 object (or, for short, the net force). If the individual forces
acting on an object are F1 , F2 , F3 , and so on, we can write the net force on that object as
The net external force
acting on an object...

...equals the vector sum of all of the
individual forces that act on the object.

Net external force on an object
(4-1)

Fext = F1 + F2 + F3 + . . .
The sum includes only external forces (forces exerted on the object by other objects).

Figure 4-1 Forces on a baseball

For example, three forces act on a baseball player as he slides to get safely to
base (Figure 4-1). One of these forces is the downward pull of Earth’s gravity, called

the gravitational force (denoted by a lowercase w). The other two forces are exerted
by the surface on which the player slides. The friction force on the player (which we
(a)

(b)

player (a) A baseball player sliding
to get safely on base. (b) The red
vectors indicate the directions of
each external force that acts on
the player.

Direction of the
player’s motion

Normal force
exerted by the
ground on the
player

n

Jamie Roach/Shutterstock

v
f

Gravitational force
exerted by Earth on
the player

w

Friction force
exerted by the
ground on the
player

The only forces that affect the player’s motion are external forces (forces exerted on the player by other objects). These
include Earth’s gravitational force (the player’s weight) and forces from objects that the player is touching (in this case
the normal force and friction force exerted by the ground).
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denote by a lowercase f ) acts parallel to the surface and opposite to the player’s motion.
The friction force arises from chemical bonds that form between atoms on the ground
and atoms on the player’s uniform. These bonds resist being broken, so the player feels
a force slowing him down as he slides. The normal force on the player, by contrast,
is directed perpendicular to the surface. (In physics and mathematics “normal” is not
the opposite of “abnormal”; rather, it’s another word for “perpendicular.”) Like the
friction force, the normal force is a contact force that arises from interactions between
atoms: The atoms in the player’s uniform resist being squeezed into the atoms on the

ground. This force, which we denote by a lowercase n, prevents the player from falling
through the ground below him. If you’re sitting in a chair right now, you’re feeling an
upward normal force exerted by the chair on your rear end; if you’re standing, you’re
feeling an upward normal force exerted on your feet by the ground.
The three forces that act on the baseball player in Figure 4-1 are called external
forces because they are exerted by other objects outside of the player’s body. The gravitational force is exerted by Earth as a whole, while the friction force and normal force
are exerted by the ground that’s in contact with the player.
Internal forces are also exerted by one part of the player’s body on another. One
example is the force that the player’s shoulder exerts on his left arm to keep it from falling
off. While internal forces are important for understanding the interactions of one part of
the player’s body with another, these forces are not included in the sum in Equation 4-1.
That’s why the left-hand side of that equation has the subscript “ext” for “external.” In
a moment we’ll see why it’s appropriate to include only external forces in Equation 4-1.

Newton’s Second Law
In the late seventeenth century the English physicist and mathematician Sir Isaac
Newton (1642–1727) published a treatise in which he described three fundamental
relationships between force and motion. These relationships, called Newton’s laws
of motion, explain nearly all physical phenomena in our everyday experience. One of
these relationships, commonly known as Newton’s second law, is the most important
for our discussion of forces. It states:
If a net external force acts on an object, the object accelerates. The net external
force is equal to the product of the object’s mass and the object’s acceleration:
If a net external force
acts on an object...

Newton’s second law of motion
(4-2)

...the object accelerates. The acceleration
is in the same direction as the net force.

Fext = ma
The magnitude of acceleration that the net external force causes depends on the mass m of the
object (the quantity of material in the object). The greater the mass, the smaller the acceleration.

Newton’s second law is simple to state but can be challenging to fully understand.
Here are its three essential features:
(1) 
A net force in a certain direction causes acceleration in that direction. The baseball player shown in Figure 4-1 has a backward acceleration (he slows down)
because the net force acting on him points opposite to the direction of his motion
(Figure 4-2a). If we ignore air resistance, a falling basketball is acted on by only
a single force, the downward gravitational force. So the net force on the ball is
downward, and it accelerates downward (Figure 4-2b). This relationship between
net force and acceleration is the reason we devoted so much effort in Chapters 2
and 3 to understanding the nature of acceleration.
(2) 
The magnitude of acceleration caused by the net force depends on the object’s mass.
Mass is a measure of how much matter an object has. The SI unit of mass is the
kilogram, abbreviated kg. A liter of water has a mass of 1 kg. Newton’s second law
says that the product of an object’s mass and the object’s acceleration equals the net
external force on the object. So if you deliver identically strong kicks to a tennis ball
Copyright © 2021 W. H. Freeman and Company. Distributed by W. H. Freeman and Company. Strictly for use with its products. Not for redistribution.
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2 The net external force on the
player is to the right, which
causes the player to accelerate
in that same direction:

1 The net external force on the
sliding player is the vector sum
of the individual forces acting
on the player:

Σ Fext = n + f + w

Σ Fext = ma

f

(b)
1 The only external force acting
on the ball is the downward
gravitational force w exerted
by Earth. Hence this is also
the net external force on the
ball:
Σ Fext = w

Ryan McVay/Getty Images

(a)
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a
n

2 The net external force on the ball is
downward, which causes the ball to
accelerate in that same direction:

w

Σ Fext

w

Σ Fext = ma

v
3 The direction of the player’s motion
is opposite to the direction of the
acceleration, so the player slows
down as he slides into base.

3 The direction of the ball’s motion is
the same as the direction of the
acceleration, so the ball speeds up
as it falls.

a
v

Figure 4-2 The net external force
determines acceleration The net external force on

an object is the vector sum ∑ Fext of the individual forces that act on that object. The


acceleration a produced by the net external force is in the same direction as ∑ Fext .

(mass m = 0.058 kg) and to a soccer ball (mass m = 0.43 kg), the more massive soccer ball will experience less acceleration while it’s in contact with your foot and will
fly off with a slower speed.
(3) Only external forces acting on an object affect that object’s acceleration. As an example, sit in your chair with your feet off the ground and pull upward on your belt with
both hands. No matter how hard you try, you can’t lift yourself out of the chair! Your
body has to accelerate to rise out of the chair (it has to go from being stationary to
being in motion), but the force of your hands on your belt is an internal force (one part
of your body pulls on another part). Experiment shows that this force can’t produce an
acceleration. A helpful friend could lift you out of your chair, but that would happen
because your friend exerts an external force (one that originates outside your body).
To see the significance of mass more clearly, divide both sides of Equation 4-2 by
the object’s mass m:
The acceleration of
an object...

...is proportional to and in the same direction
as the net external force on the object...

1
a= m

Newton’s second law,
alternative form
(4-3)

Fext

...and inversely proportional to the mass of the object.

Figure 4-3 illustrates the ideas of Equation 4-3.

WATCH OUT! Mass and weight are not the same thing.

!

An object’s mass is the same no matter where the
object is; for example, an astronaut walking on the
Moon has the same mass as she has on Earth (the amount
of matter in her body is exactly the same on either world).

However, the astronaut has less weight on the Moon because
gravity is weaker on the Moon than on Earth. We’ll discuss
the distinction between mass and weight in more detail in
Section 4-3.

The SI unit of force is the newton, abbreviated N. (An uppercase abbreviation
is used for units that bear a person’s name.) A net force of one newton applied to an
2
object
 with a mass of 1 kilogram gives the object an acceleration of 1 m/s . Because
∑ Fext = ma from Equation 4-2, it follows that
1 N = 1 kg × 1 m/s2 = 1 kg ⋅ m/s2
Copyright © 2021 W. H. Freeman and Company. Distributed by W. H. Freeman and Company. Strictly for use with its products. Not for redistribution.
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Net external force F

Mass m

us how much acceleration results

when a net external force ∑ Fext is
applied to an object of mass m.

3 If you double the net
force on the object...

Net external force 2F
Mass m

Resulting acceleration 2a

4 ...the acceleration
also doubles.

The acceleration of an object is
directly proportional to the net
external force that acts on an
object. The acceleration of an object is
inversely proportional to the mass m of
the object.

5 If you apply the same net force to
an object with double the mass...

Net external force F
(c)

acceleration
Newton’s second
law,





∑ Fext = ma or a = (1/m)∑ Fext, tells

2 ...causes the object to
accelerate in the same direction.

Resulting acceleration a

(b)

Figure 4-3 Net force, mass, and

1 A net external force
on an object...

Mass 2m
Resulting acceleration a/2

1
a = ––
m

6 ...the acceleration
is half as great.

Σ Fext

The English unit of force is the pound (abbreviated lb). To three significant figures,
1 lb equals 4.45 N, and 1 N = 0.225 lb. One newton is a bit less than a quarter of a pound.

WATCH OUT! It’s the net force that matters.

!

Newton’s second law tells us that a net force is required
to make an object accelerate, that is, to change its
velocity. However, your experience may suggest that a force has
to act on an object to make it move even at a constant velocity.
After all, you might reason, you have to exert a force to make
a book slide across a table (Figure 4-4a). In fact there’s no
contradiction between these two statements! The explanation is
that the net force on the sliding book is zero. The forward force
that you exert on the book just balances the backward force of
friction that the table exerts on the book, just as the upward
normal force exerted on the book by the table just balances the
(a)

downward gravitational force.
Thus the vector sum of all forces

on the book is zero or ∑ Fext = 0. From Newton’s second law

this means that a = 0, so the book moves over the table with a
constant velocity (Figure 4-4a). If you push harder on the book,
the force that you exert is greater
 in magnitude than the friction
force and so the net force ∑ Fext points forward; then the book
has a forward acceleration and speeds up(Figure 4-4b). If you
let go of the sliding book, the net force ∑ Fext points backward,
so the book has a backward acceleration and slows to a stop
(Figure 4-4c). Just remember that it’s the net force on an object
that determines its acceleration, not any one particular force.

Push you exert on book

n
Normal force exerted
by table on book

(b)

n

n

(c)

Motion of book

Motion of book
f
Friction force
exerted by
table on book

Fyou on book
Push you exert
on book

Fyou on book

f

f
ΣFext

ΣFext

a

a
w
Gravitational force
exerted by Earth on book

If ΣFext = Fyou on book + w + f + n = 0,
the book does not accelerate, and its
velocity is constant.

w

The net external force is to the right,
and the book accelerates to the right
(it speeds up).

w

The net external force is to the
left, and the book accelerates
to the left (it slows down).

Figure 4-4 It’s the net external force that matters (a) If you consider only the force that you apply to this book, you might
think that a force is required to maintain constant velocity. If instead you consider all of the forces that act on the book,
you’ll see that a zero net external force keeps the book’s velocity constant. If the net external force on the book is not zero,
the book accelerates in the direction of the net force.
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The sum ∑ Fext in Newton’s second law involves vector addition. We saw in
Chapter 3 that it’s usually easiest to add vectors if we use components, so we’ll often
use Equation 4-2 in component form:
Sum of the x components of all
external forces acting on the object

(a)
(b)

x component of the
object’s acceleration

F ext,x = ma x
F ext,y = ma y

Sum of the y components of all
external forces acting on the object

Mass of the object

Newton’s second law in
component form
(4-4)

y component of the
object’s acceleration

The two examples below illustrate how to use Newton’s second law to relate net
force, mass, and acceleration.
EXAMPLE 4-1

Small but Forceful

Microtubules are assembled from protein molecules
(Figure 4-5). Microtubules help cells maintain their shape
and are responsible for various kinds of movements within
cells, such as pulling apart chromosomes during cell division.
Measurements show that microtubules can exert forces from
a few pN (1 pN = 1 piconewton = 10−12 N) up to hundreds
of nN (1 nN = 1 nanonewton = 10−9 N). A particular
bacterial chromosome has a mass of 2.00 × 10−17 kg. If a
microtubule applies a force of 1.00 pN to the chromosome,
what is the magnitude of the chromosome’s acceleration?
(Ignore any other forces that might act on the chromosome.)

Figure 4-5 Microtubule
Microtubules (shown
here in green within a
fertilized sea urchin egg
undergoing division) are
protein molecules found
within cells. They help
cells hold their shape
and are responsible
for various kinds of
movements within cells.

Dr. James Grainger

Bio Me dical

Set Up
Newton’s second law tells us that the

acceleration achromosome of the chromosome
is determined by the net force acting on the
chromosome and the chromosome’s mass. We
will use this law to determine the magnitude

of achromosome.

Newton’s second law of motion:

∑ Fext on chromosome
= mchromosome achromosome (4.2)

bacterial chromosome
net external force:
Fext on chromosome
acceleration:
achromosome
mass:
mchromosome

Solve
Take the magnitude of both sides of
Equation 4-2. (Note that mass is always
positive.) Then solve for the magnitude
achromosome of the acceleration of the
chromosome.

The net force on the chromosome is just
the force exerted on it by the microtubule,
of magnitude 1.00 pN. Use this value and
mchromosome = 2.00 × 10−17 kg to solve for the
magnitude achromosome.

Magnitude of both sides of Equation 4-2:


∑ Fext on chromosome = mchromosome achromosome so
achromosome
∑ Fext on chromosome = mchromosome

∑ Fext on chromosome
achromosome =
mchromosome
achromosome =

1.00 pN
1.00 × 10−12 N
=
2.00 × 10−17 kg 2.00 × 10−17 kg

= 5.00 × 104 N/kg
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Use the definition 1 N = 1 kg ⋅ m/s2:
 1 kg ⋅ m/s2 
achromosome = 5.00 × 104 N/kg 

1N


(

)

= 5.00 × 104 m/s2

Reflect
This acceleration is about 5000 times g, the acceleration due to gravity! It is important to note, however, that the force
exerted by the microtubule is opposed by resistive forces that we chose to neglect. The acceleration would not be quite
this big in reality. Note also that the forces exerted by microtubules act for only very short periods of time.

EXAMPLE 4-2

A Three-Person Tug-of-War

Jesse, Karim, and Luis, three hungry fraternity brothers, are each pulling on a cafeteria tray laden with desserts. The
mass of the tray and its contents is 2.50 kg. The tray sits on a horizontal dining table, and each of the fraternity brothers
pulls horizontally on the tray. Jesse pulls due south with a force of magnitude 85.0 N, and Karim pulls with a force of
magnitude 90.0 N in a direction 35.0° north of east. If the tray accelerates due north at 20.0 m/s2, how hard and in what
direction does Luis pull on the tray? Ignore the effects of friction.

Set Up
The tray accelerates due to the net force
that acts on it, which is the vector sum
of the individual forces exerted by Jesse,
Karim, and Luis. We’ve drawn these
individual force vectors with their tails
together. (We’re told to ignore friction, so
no other horizontal forces act on the tray.
The tray doesn’t accelerate vertically, so
there’s no net vertical force — the upward
normal force exerted by the tabletop
balances the downward gravitational
force.) Because we know the mass and
acceleration of the tray, we can use
Newton’s second law to calculate the net
force on the tray. We’ll then use vector
addition and subtraction to determine the
unknown force exerted by Luis.



∑ Fext on tray


= mtray atray (4-2)

FLuis on tray

In component form:

∑ Fext on tray,x = mtray atray,x(4-4a)
∑ Fext on tray,y = matray,y(4-4b)

atray = 20.0 m/s2
90.0 N

FKarim on tray
35.0°

top view

Net force on tray = sum of
forces exerted by Jesse,
Karim, and Luis:

∑ Fext on tray


= FJesse on tray + FKarim on tray + F Luis on tray

85.0 N
FJesse on tray

Solve
y

Vector arithmetic is easiest if we use
vector components. The forces the three
brothers exert are all in the horizontal
plane, so we choose x and y axes that lie
in this plane with +x pointing east and
+y pointing north. We’ve drawn all three
force vectors with their tails at the origin.

The tray’s acceleration vector atray points
in the positive y direction.

atray,x = 0

Use Newton’s second law in component
form, Equations 4-4, to calculate the x and
y components of the net force on the tray.
Recall that 1 kg ⋅ m/s2 = 1 N.

∑ Fext on tray,x = mtray atray,x = mtray (0) = 0
∑ Fext on tray,y = mtray atray,y = ( 2.50 kg ) ( 20.0 m/s2 )

atray,y = 20.0 m/s2
atray
x

= 50.0 kg ⋅ m/s2 = 50.0 N
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The x component of the net force on
the tray is the sum of the x components
of the individual forces on the tray, and
similarly for the y component.

∑ Fext on tray, x = 0
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= FJesse on tray,x + FKarim on tray,x + FLuis on tray, x

∑ Fext on tray,y = 50.0 N

= FJesse on tray, y + FKarim on tray,y + FLuis on tray, y

Solve for the components of the force that Luis exerts on the tray:
F Luis on tray, x = – FJesse on tray, x – FKarim on tray, x
F Luis on tray, y = 50.0 N – FJesse on tray, y – FKarim on tray, y
To proceed we need to know the x and y
components of the forces that Jesse and
Karim exert on the tray.


FJesse on tray :

y
FKarim on tray

magnitude 85.0 N, points due south
(in the negative y direction), so

.0

90

FJesse on tray, x = 0

N

FKarim on tray,y

35°

FJesse on tray,y = −85.0 N

FKarim on tray:

x

FKarim on tray,x

85.0 N

magnitude 90.0 N, points 35.0° north of
east, so FKarim on tray, x and FKarim on tray, y
are both positive.
FKarim on tray, x = (90.0 N) cos 35.0°
= 73.7 N

FJesse on tray

F Karim on tray, y = (90.0 N) sin 35.0°
= 51.6 N
Substitute these values into the expressions
for the components FLuis on tray,x and
FLuis on tray,y and solve.

The force that Luis exerts, FLuis on tray ,
has a negative x component and positive
y component, so it points west
 of north.
Calculate the magnitude of FLuis on tray
using the Pythagorean
theorem and the

direction of FLuis on tray using trigonometry.

F Luis on tray,x = −(0) − (73.7 N)
= −73.7 N
F Luis on tray,y = 50.0 N − (− 85.0 N) − (51.6 N)
= 83.4 N

Magnitude of FLuis on tray:
F Luis on tray =

( FLuis on tray, x )2 + ( F Luis on tray, y )2

= ( −73.7 N ) + (83.4 N )
= 111 N

Angle θ of F Luis on tray measured west of north:
2

2

73.7 N
= 0.884
83.4 N
θ = tan −1 0.884 = 41.5°

tan θ =

Reflect
Luis pulls on the tray with a force of 111 N at an angle of 41.5°
west of north. In terms of components, Luis pulls west (in the
negative x direction) with a force of 73.7 N, thus canceling Karim’s
73.7-N pull to the east. Luis also pulls north (in the positive y
direction) with a force of 83.4 N; combined with Karim’s 51.6-N
northward pull, Luis’s pull overwhelms Jesse’s 85.0-N pull toward
the south. Hence the net force on the tray and its delicious contents
is northward, and its acceleration is northward as well.

FLuis on tray
∑ Fext on tray:
50.0 N in
+y direction

y

FKarim on tray

41.5°

83.4 N
35.0°
–73.7 N

73.7 N
85.0 N
FJesse on tray

Example 4-2 illustrates an important point: It’s always wise to choose coordinate
axes that align with one or more of the vectors. In this example we chose the axes
to be


east–west and north–south so that the tray’s acceleration atray and the force FJesse on tray
exerted by Jesse were both along one of the coordinate axes. This choice made it easy
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to express these vectors in terms of components and so simplified the calculation. Using
a different choice of coordinate axes (say, one in which the positive x axis pointed 30°
north of west and the positive y axis pointed 30° east of north), you would have ended
up with the same result, but with a good deal more effort.

GOT THE CONCEPT? 4-1 Newton’s Second Law
Rank the following objects in order of the magnitude
of the net force that acts on the object, from greatest
magnitude to smallest magnitude. (a) A 1250-kg
automobile gaining speed at 2.00 m/s2; (b) a 200,000-kg

airliner flying in a straight line at a constant 280 m/s; (c) a
4500-kg truck slowing down at 0.600 m/s2 ; (d) an 80.0-kg hiker
climbing up a 4.00° slope at a constant 1.20 m/s.

GOT THE CONCEPT? 4-2 Measuring Mass in Zero Gravity
Imagine you are aboard a spacecraft far from any planet
or star, so there is no gravitational force on you or
anything else in the spacecraft. Floating in front of you
are two spheres that are identical in size and appearance. One is

made of lead, and the other is made of plastic; the lead sphere is
considerably more massive than the plastic one. Can you devise
a simple experiment to determine which sphere is lead and
which is plastic?

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE FOR Section 4-2
✔ The net external force on an object is the vector sum of
all of the individual forces that act on it from other objects.
✔ Newton’s second law states that an object accelerates if
the net external force on the object is not zero.

1 If an object falls without air
resistance, the net external force on
the object equals the downward
gravitational force on that object,
which has magnitude w.
2 An object falling
without air resistance
accelerates downward.
The magnitude of the
acceleration is g.
Mass m

ΣFext = w
a=g
3 Newton’s second law, ΣFext = ma,
tells us that w = mg and so w = mg.

Figure 4-6 Gravitational force

Applying Newton’s second law to
a freely falling object shows that
the magnitude of the gravitational
force is w = mg.

✔ The acceleration is in the same direction as the net force,
is directly proportional to the magnitude of the net force,
and is inversely proportional to the mass of the object (the
quantity of material in the object).

4-3 Mass, weight, and inertia are distinct
but related concepts
How much do you weigh? If you grew up in the United States, chances are your
answer will be in pounds. If not, you’ll probably use kilograms. We’ve already
declared that the SI units of mass are kilograms. Does that mean that pounds and
kilograms are both units of the same quantity? Are weight and mass the same?
The answer to both questions is “no!” Although people often use the terms “mass”
and “weight” interchangeably in everyday conversation, they have very different meanings in science.
As we discussed in Section 4-2, the mass of an object describes how much
matter is contained in the object. By contrast the weight of that object is the
magnitude of the gravitational force that acts on the object. Because it’s a force,
weight is measured in newtons (not kilograms!) in the SI system and pounds in

the English system. We’ll use the symbols w for weight and w for gravitational
force.
Consider an object that has mass m and is acted on by only the gravitational force.
The object could be a ball falling in a vacuum, so there is no air resistance (Figure 4-6).

Newton’s second law, Equation 4-2, tells us that the gravitational force w equals the

object’s mass multiplied by its acceleration a:


w = ma
The magnitude of the gravitational force is the weight w, so
w = ma
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where a is the magnitude of the object’s acceleration. We know from Section 2-6 that
if only gravity acts on an object, the object’s acceleration has magnitude g. So we get
the following expression for the weight of an object of mass m:
Weight of an object (equal to the magnitude of the gravitational force on that object)

Weight of an object of mass m
(4-5)

w = mg
Mass of the object

Magnitude of the acceleration due to gravity

That is, the weight of an object is equal to the object’s mass multiplied by g, the acceleration due to gravity. This statement makes it clear that the units of weight cannot
be the same as the units of mass. In Chapters 2 and 3 we used an average value of
g = 9.80 m/s2 but recognized that the exact value of g varies slightly from place to
place on Earth. Therefore, the weight of an object must change as it is moved from
place to place. Hence weight is not an intrinsic property of an object. Not only does
the weight of an object change depending on where you are on Earth, but as we will
see in Chapter 7, it can be significantly different on other worlds such as the Moon
and Mars.

WATCH OUT! Objects have weight even if they are not accelerating.

!

We arrived at Equation 4-5 for the weight of an object
by assuming that the object was falling freely. However,
Equation 4-5 is true even if the object is not accelerating.

A 10.0-kg object near Earth’s surface has a weight of 98.0 N
whether it’s sitting on a table, falling off the table, or being
pulled across the floor.

GOT THE CONCEPT? 4-3 Most Massive to Least Massive
Rank the following objects according to their mass,
from largest to smallest. The acceleration due to gravity
at the equator of Mars is 3.69 m/s2 . (a) A rock on the
Martian equator that weighs 10.0 N; (b) a rock at Earth’s

equator that weighs 10.0 N; (c) a rock on the Martian equator
that has a mass of 10.0 kg; (d) a rock at Earth’s equator that
has a mass of 10.0 kg.

Consider dropping two different objects side by side in a vacuum so that the only
force acting on each object is the gravitational force (Figure 4-7). The heavier object
weighs twice as much as the other, so it is subjected to twice as much gravitational
force and hence twice as much net force as the lighter object.
So you might expect that the heavier object would have a greater downward

acceleration a. But the heavier object also has a greater mass, and Equation 4-5 tells
us that weight and mass are directly proportional. If the heavier object has twice the
weight of the lighter one, it also has twice the mass. An object’s acceleration is equal
to the net force that acts on it divided by its mass (recall the alternative form of


1
 1
Newton’s second law, a = ∑ Fext , from Equation 4-3). Hence the quotient ∑ Fext
m
m
has the same value for both objects, and they both fall with the same acceleration in
a vacuum.
Can you lift an object that weighs 10 N? A 1000-N object? In Section 4-2, we
mentioned the following conversions, which are valid to three significant figures:
1 N = 0.225 lb

Mass m

Mass 2m

w = mg
a=g

w = 2mg
a=g

The gravitational force on
an object is proportional
to its mass. The more
massive object experiences a
greater gravitational force than the
less massive object but has the
same acceleration.

Figure 4-7 Greater mass means

1 lb = 4.45 N
(You can find more precise conversion factors in Appendix A.) According to Equation 4-5, the mass of an object that weighs 10.0 N is m = w/g = (10.0 N )/ 9.80 m/s 2 =
1.02 kg. A 1-L bottle of water has a mass of 1 kg; that is, it weighs about 10 N. In

(

)

greater gravitational force Both
of these objects are falling in a
vacuum, so only the gravitational
force acts on each object.
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pounds, that’s 10 multiplied by 0.225 lb or about 2.2 lb. You’d have no problem lifting that amount. Many people can lift an object that weighs 1000 N (225 lb); that’s
a mass of about 100 kg. Remembering that 1 liter of water has a mass of 1 kg and a
weight of 10 N can help you get an intuitive feel for the numerical values of masses
and forces.

Mass, Inertia, and Newton’s First Law
The concept of mass is intertwined with the observation that all objects resist changes
in their state of motion. We use the term inertia for the tendency of an object to resist
a change in motion. For example, a stationary object (such as a rock lying on the
ground or a roommate sleeping on the couch) tends to remain stationary. An object in
motion, like a fast-moving hockey puck sliding on the ice, tends to keep moving in the
same direction with the same speed.

WATCH OUT! Don’t confuse mass, weight, and inertia.

!

Note the differences among mass, weight, and inertia.
Mass is the quantity of material in an object; no matter
where in the universe you take the object, its mass remains the
same. Weight is the magnitude of the gravitational force on an

object; it’s proportional to the mass but depends on the value of
g at the object’s location. Inertia is the tendency of all objects
to maintain the same motion. Unlike mass or weight, we do not
give numerical values to the inertia of an object.

Newton described inertia as an intrinsic, unchanging property of mass and of
objects. This property is defined in Newton’s first law:

Colette Sutton

An object at rest tends to stay at rest, and an object in uniform motion tends
to stay in motion with the same speed and in the same direction unless acted
upon by a net force.

Figure 4-8 An object at rest
Kjeragbolten is a boulder
suspended above an abyss in
Norway that is 984 m (3228 ft)
deep. It remains at rest because the
vector sum of the external forces
acting on it — the downward force
exerted on it by Earth’s gravity, the
additional downward force exerted
on it by a brave tourist, and the
upward forces exerted on it by the
surrounding rock — is zero.

Newton’s first law of motion
(4-6)

Newton’s first law contradicts the older theories of motion developed by the
ancient Greeks, principally by the philosopher Aristotle (384 b.c.–322 b.c.). Aristotle
believed that every object had a natural place in the world. For example, heavy objects,
such as rocks, are naturally at rest on Earth, and light objects, such as clouds, are naturally at rest in the sky. In Aristotle’s view, a moving object tended to stop when it found
its natural rest position. To keep an object moving, reasoned Aristotle, a force had to
be applied to it; to make it move faster, a greater force was required. Newton saw more
deeply. He identified the concept of the net force on an object and realized that the net
force on an object determines its acceleration rather than its speed. (This realization is
Newton’s second law.) If the net force on an object is zero, the object has zero acceleration and moves with a constant velocity — that is, with the same speed and in the same
direction. (You should review the discussion of Figure 4-4 in Section 4-2.)
At this point you can think of Newton’s first law as a special case of the second
law that applies when the net force on an object is zero. We’ll nonetheless call these
laws “first” and “second” in the same manner in which Newton numbered them. In
equation form we can write the first law as follows:

If the net external force on an object is zero...

If

...the object does not accelerate...

Fext = 0, then a = 0 and v = constant

...and the velocity of the object remains constant. If the object is at rest, it remains at rest;
if it is in motion, it continues in motion in a straight line at a constant speed.

We say that an object is in equilibrium if the net external force on it is zero
(Figure 4-8). A chandelier hanging from the ceiling is in equilibrium: The chain from
which the chandelier is suspended exerts an upward force that exactly balances the
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downward gravitational force on the chandelier. The chandelier’s velocity is zero and
remains zero. But a moving airliner is also in equilibrium if it flies in a straight line at
a constant speed. The forward thrust provided by the airliner’s engines balances the
backward drag force that the air exerts on the airliner, and the upward lift provided by
air flowing around the wings balances the downward gravitational force. The airliner
has a nonzero velocity, but its acceleration is zero and so the airliner is in equilibrium.
The following example illustrates how to use Newton’s first law to analyze an
object at rest.

EXAMPLE 4-3

127

See the Math Tutorial
for more information on
trigonometry.

Let Sleeping Cats Lie

A 40.0-N cat is asleep on a ramp that is tilted by an angle of 15.0° from the horizontal. Three forces act on the cat: the
downward gravitational force, a normal force perpendicular to the ramp, and a friction force directed uphill parallel to
the ramp. The cat remains at rest while sleeping. Determine the magnitude of each force that acts on the cat.

Set Up
As in Example 4-2, we’ve drawn all of the
external force vectors on the cat with their
tails touching. The cat’s weight is w = 40.0 N;
this is just the magnitude of the gravitational

force on the cat (w cat ). We know the directions

to
of the normal force n (perpendicular

the ramp) and the friction force f (uphill
parallel to the ramp). Our task is to find the

magnitudes of n and f . We’ll do this using
Newton’s first law: Because the
 cat remains at


rest, the sum of w cat , n, and f must be zero.
So we can solve this problem by using vector
addition.

Newton’s first law of motion:


 
∑ Fext on cat = wcat + n + f = 0
(4-6)

n normal force
f friction force
15.0°

wcat gravitational force

Solve
Like most vector addition problems, this one
is most
easily solved using components. If

F
∑ exton cat = 0, then each of the components
of ∑ Fext on cat must also be equal to zero. It’s
convenient to choose the x axis to be along the
tilted ramp and the y axis to be perpendicular
to the ramp. (The x and y axes must be
perpendicular to each other but don’t have to
be horizontal or vertical.) Using this choice,

two of the vectors, n and f , lie either directly
along or directly opposite to one of the axes.
Write the x and y components of each of
the external force vectors in terms of their
magnitudes w, n, and f and the angle θ = 15.0°

of the ramp. Note that w cat has a positive x
component (down the ramp) and a negative

y component (into the ramp), n has only a
(perpendicular to the
positive y component

ramp), and f has only a negative x component
(up the ramp).

Newton’s first law in component form:

y

∑ Fext on cat,x = wcat,x + nx + fx = 0
∑ Fext on cat,y = wcat,y + ny + fy = 0
x
15.0°


Components of gravitational force w cat :

ny = n

wcat, x = + wcat sin θ
wcat, y = − wcat cos θ

Components of normal force n:
nx = 0
ny = + n

fx = –f

O = 15.0°

wcat

O

wcat,y = –wcat cos O

wcat,x = +wcat sin O


Components of f :
fx = − f
fy = 0
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Substitute the expressions for wcat, x , wcat, y , nx,
ny , f x, and f y into Newton’s first law and solve
for the magnitudes n and f.

Substitute into Newton’s first law in component form:

∑ Fext on cat,x = wcat sin θ + 0 + (− f ) = 0
∑ Fext on cat,y = − wcat cos θ + n + 0 = 0
From the y equation:
n = wcat cos θ = (40.0 N) cos 15.0° = 38.6 N
From the x equation:
f = wcat sin θ = (40.0 N) sin 15.0° = 10.4 N

Reflect
The downward gravitational force has magnitude 40.0 N, the normal force
acting perpendicular to the ramp has magnitude 38.6 N, and the friction force
acting uphill has magnitude 10.4 N. Note that no single force “balances” any of the
other forces: All three forces are needed to mutually balance each other and keep
the cat at rest.

n = 38.6 N
f = 10.4 N

wcat = 40.0 N

WATCH OUT! The normal force isn’t always equal to the weight.

!

It’s a common mistake to assume that the normal force
on an object (in this case, the sleeping cat) has the same
magnitude as the object’s weight. That’s clearly not true in this
case: The normal-force magnitude n = 38.6 N is less than the

cat’s 40.0-N weight. As a general rule it’s always safest to treat
the magnitude of the normal force as an unknown, as we have
done in this example.

GOT THE CONCEPT? 4-4 Tilt the Cat, but Don’t Wake It Up
You increase the angle θ of the ramp in Example 4-3
to a new value greater than 15.0°. The cat remains
blissfully asleep and at rest at the new angle. What effect
does this have on the magnitude n of the normal force and the

magnitude f of the friction force? (a) n and f both increase.
(b) n and f both decrease. (c) n increases and f decreases.
(d) n decreases and f increases. (e) None of these. (f) The
answer depends on the new value of θ .

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE FOR Section 4-3
✔ The weight of an object is the magnitude of the
gravitational force that acts on it.

✔ Newton’s first law states that if the external forces on
an object sum to zero, the object does not accelerate. If the
object is stationary, it remains at rest, and if it is in motion, it
continues to move in a straight line with constant velocity.

4-4 Making a free-body diagram is essential
in solving any problem involving forces
You need the right key to open a locked door. And you need the proper map to navigate in a foreign city. The key that unlocks physics problems involving forces and the
map that allows you to navigate these problems is the free-body diagram.
A free-body diagram is a graphical representation of all of the external forces acting on an object. It’s useful because Newton’s second law
 and Newton’s first law both
involve the sum of all external forces on an object, ∑ Fext. The term “free body” means
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that we draw only the object on which the forces act, not the other objects that exert
those forces. We drew free-body diagrams for the tray in Example 4-2 and the cat in
Example 4-3 (see the Set Up step in each example). As another example, Figure 4-9a
shows a block on a horizontal table. A wind is blowing from left to right, and the wind
pushes on the block and makes it slide. Figure 4-9b lists the steps involved in constructing this block’s free-body diagram.
(a) A block on a horizontal table.
Wind

(b) Drawing the free-body diagram for the block.

Motion of the block

n (exerted by the table)

f (exerted by
the table)

Fwind on block
(exerted by the air)

y

Figure 4-9 Constructing a

free-body diagram (a) The
wind pushes to the right on
this block, which slides on a
horizontal table. (b) How to
create a free-body diagram
that depicts all of the external
forces that act on the block.
(Note that we followed these
same steps in Example 4-2
and Example 4-3.)

x

w (exerted by Earth)

5 Choose, draw, and label the
directions of the positive x and y
axes. Choose the axes so that as
many force vectors as possible lie
along one of the axes.

1 Sketch the object on which the forces act.
2 Identify what other objects exert forces on
this object. This includes Earth (which
exerts a gravitational force) and anything
that touches the object.
3 For each force that acts on the object, draw
the force vector with its tail at the center of
the object. (It helps to draw a dot at the
object’s center.) Make sure each vector
points in the correct direction. Do not
include forces that the object exerts on the
other objects.
4 Label each force with its symbol. Be certain
that you can identify what other object
exerts each force. If you’re not sure what
exerts a force, it’s probably not a real force!

Often we’ll label a force to indicate what object is exerting the force and what
objectthe force acts on. For example, if a girl pushes on a book, we will label that
force Fgirl on book . (We used a label of this kind in Figure 4-9b for the force of the wind
blowing on the block.) However, we’ll label some commonly encountered forces in a

different way. We’ll use w for the gravitational force
 that Earth exerts on an object. If
the object is in contact with a surface, we’ll use f for the friction force on the object

that acts parallel to the surface and n for the normal force on the object that acts
perpendicular to the surface (see Figure 4-9b). The friction force and normal force are
contact forces: They arise only when two objects are in contact with each other. By
contrast the gravitational force is not a contact force: When a basketball is in midair,
the gravitational force pulls it downward even though the ball isn’t in contact with
the ground.

Examining Free-Body Diagrams
Let’s look at some examples of free-body diagrams and what we can learn from them.
In Figure 4-10a, a stationary box rests on a table with a horizontal top. The freebody diagram in Figure 4-10b shows the two forces that act on the box: the down

ward gravitational force w and the upward normal force n exerted by the table.
We choose the y axis to be vertical; then both forces lie along this axis. The sum


of w and n must be zero for the box to remain at rest, so the free-body diagram tells


us that w and n must be opposite in direction and have the same magnitude. Note that
the box exerts a downward force on the surface of the table, but we don’t include that
force in the free-body diagram for the box. A diagram for the box includes only those
forces that act on the box.
In Figure 4-11a a box is placed on an inclined ramp with a rough surface. There
is friction between the box
 and the ramp, so the free-body diagram in Figure 4-11b

includes a friction force f as well as the gravitational force w and the normal force n.
Because the ramp is tilted by an angle θ from the horizontal, the normal force (which is
perpendicular to the ramp) is tilted from the vertical by the same angle θ . We’ve chosen
the x axis to be parallel to the ramp and the y axis to be perpendicular to the ramp;

then f has only an x component, and n has only a y component.

(a)

(b)

n

Normal force exerted by
the table on the box
y
x

w

Gravitational force exerted
by Earth on the box

The box exerts a
downward force on the
surface of the table, but
we don’t include this force in the
free-body diagram of the box.

Figure 4-10 A free-body diagram:
A stationary box atop a table
(a) A box rests on a horizontal
tabletop. (b) The free-body
diagram for the box.
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(b)

(a)

1 The box is at rest and doesn’t
accelerate, so the net external
force must be zero:
ΣFext = n + f + w = 0

2 With this choice of axes, the normal force n has
only a y component, and the friction force f has
only an x component. (The gravitational force w
has both an x component and a y component.)
y

(exerted by n
the ramp)
3 The box also pushes on the ramp, but we
don’t include that force in the free-body
diagram or include it in ΣFext because it
doesn’t act on the box.

(exerted by
f the ramp)

u
u

w
(exerted by Earth)

x

4 Newton’s first law in component form:
ΣFext,x = w sin u – f = 0
ΣFext,y = n – w cos u = 0

Figure 4-11 A free-body diagram: A stationary box on a ramp (a) Friction keeps the
box from sliding down the ramp. (b) The free-body diagram for the box.

WATCH OUT! Draw the

force vectors in a free-body
diagram with their tails
touching.

!

In Figures 4-9, 4-10, 4-11,
and 4-12, we’ve drawn the
individual force vectors
that act on an object so that their
tails all touch within the object.
(We also did this in Examples 4-2
and 4-3.) This makes it easier to
calculate the x and y components
of these vectors.
Figure 4-12 also includes
vectors
for the net external force


∑ Fext and the acceleration a. If
you add vectors like this to your
free-body diagram, draw them
alongside (not touching) the object,
as in Figure 4-12. In your diagram
only the individual forces that act
on the object should be touching it.


By assumption the block remains at rest, so the net external force ∑ Fext on
 it —
 
that is, the vector sum of w, n, and f — must be zero. So the friction force f must
point in the negative x direction to cancel the (positive) x component of the gravita

tional force w; the normal force n points in the positive y direction and must cancel

the (negative) y component of w . (This is the same situation as in Example 4-3 in

Section 4-3.) Note that the x and y components of the gravitational force w are less
than the magnitude of the force, which is the box’s weight w. The free-body diagram
therefore tells us something useful: The magnitudes of the friction force and normal
force are both less than the weight of the box. Compare this situation to the box on a
horizontal surface shown in Figure 4-9, for which the magnitude of the normal force is
just equal to the weight.
What happens if we grease the surface
of the ramp so that there is no more fric
and the free-body diagram is as
tion? In this case the friction force f goes to zero,

shown in Figure 4-12. Now the vector sum ∑ Fext of the external forces on the box
cannot be zero: For the normal force and gravitational force to cancel each other, they
would have to point in opposite directions, which the free-body diagram in Figure 4-12
shows they do not. Instead the net external force points down the ramp in the positive


x direction. According to Newton’s second law, ∑ Fext = ma (Equation 4-2), the box

must therefore have a nonzero acceleration a down the ramp. We learn this simply by
examining the free-body diagram for the box.
Neither the normal force nor the gravitational force in Figure 4-12 depends on
how the box is moving. Whether the box is sliding up the ramp, momentarily at rest,
or sliding down the ramp, these forces are the same. This means the acceleration
is also the same in each of these cases. If the box is moving up the ramp, it slows

1 With the friction force absent, the
remaining normal force n and gravitational
force w do not cancel. So the net external
force ΣFext = n + w is not zero.
3 Nothing cancels the positive x
component of the gravitational
force, so the net force is in the
positive x direction...
4 ...and the acceleration
of the block is in the
positive x direction, the
same as the direction of
the net force.

2 The box neither leaps off the ramp nor sinks
down into it, so it doesn’t accelerate in the y
direction. So the normal force must cancel the
(negative) y component of the gravitational force.
y

(exerted by n
the ramp)
x
ΣFext = n + w
u

a

Figure 4-12 A free-body
diagram: A box sliding on a ramp
The free-body diagram for a box
sliding on a frictionless ramp.

u

w
(exerted by Earth)

5 Newton’s second law in component form:
ΣFext,x = w sin u = max
ΣFext,y = n – w cos u = 0
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down; if it is momentarily at rest, the box starts moving down the ramp; and if it is
moving down the ramp, it speeds up. So the free-body diagram also tells us that the
box shown in Figure 4-12 moves in a straight line with a constant acceleration —
which means we can analyze its motion using the techniques that we learned in
Chapter 2.

WATCH OUT! Don’t add nonexistent forces to a free-body diagram.

the object accelerate. So ma is not a force, and equation

magnitude and direction of
∑ Fext = ma just tells you the

that resulting acceleration a.) If you’re still not convinced, ask
yourself what external object could exert a “force of velocity”
or a “force of acceleration” on the object you’re analyzing.
(Remember only external forces can affect an object’s motion.
You may want to review the discussion in Section 4-2.) In
Figure 4-12 we’ve already accounted for Earth’s gravity, and
we’ve already accounted for the one and only thing that touches
the box (the surface of the ramp). So there can be no external
forces on the box other than the two we’ve already drawn in
Figure 4-12.

!

Students are sometimes tempted to add a force in a
free-body diagram that is somehow associated with
the motion. Common names for this force are “the force
of velocity” or “the force of acceleration.” If you feel this
temptation, resist it! Remember that neither velocity nor
acceleration is a force. Keep in mind also that acceleration is
the result of force: For example, the acceleration of the box in
Figure 4-12 is a result of the nonzero force in the x direction.


(It’s true that Newton’s second law says that ∑ Fext = ma,

which may mislead you into thinking that the quantity ma
is itself a force. But remember the real meaning of Newton’s

second law: A net external force ∑ Fext on an object makes

We’ll use free-body diagrams throughout our study of forces and motion, and
you should as well. Before we delve more deeply into how to solve problems using
Newton’s first and second laws, we’ll introduce Newton’s third law. This will give us
deeper insight into the way in which objects exert forces on each other.

GOT THE CONCEPT? 4-5 Choose the Correct Free-Body Diagram
free-body diagrams shown in Figure 4-13 correctly depicts the
forces on the box as it slides down the ramp?

When a box is placed on an inclined ramp and released,
it moves down the ramp with increasing speed. There
is friction between the ramp and the box. Which of the
n

(a)

(b)

n

(c)

n

(d)

f

n

(e)

f

f

f
ma

w

w

n

w

f
ma

w

Figure 4-13 A box sliding down
a ramp with friction Which of
these free-body diagrams is
correct?

w

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE FOR Section 4-5
✔ To solve a problem about how an object moves and the
forces that act on it, you must draw a free-body diagram for
the object. This diagram depicts all of the external forces that
act on the object.

✔ Choose the x and y axes in a free-body diagram so that
most of the forces point along one or the other of the axes.

4 -5 Newton’s third law relates the forces
that two objects exert on each other
If you hold a book in your palm or dribble a basketball, you’re exerting a force on an
object. However, you know from experience that the object exerts a force on you as
well. You can feel the book pushing back against your palm, and you can feel the slap
of the basketball against your hand as you push down on it. What is the connection
between the force that you exert on an object and the force that the object exerts back
on you?
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Here’s an experiment that offers an answer to this question. Take two spring scales
scales
(such as you might use for weighing a fish) and connect theirSpring
upper
ends together
(Figure 4-14a). You hold the free end of one scale, and you attach the free end of the
other scale to a hook mounted to the wall (Figure 4-14b). When you pull on the free
(b)
Wall
end of the first scale, the wall pulls on the free end of the other scale. Remarkably, no
matter how hard you pull, the reading on the scale that you hold (which measures the
amount of force you exert) is identical to the reading on the scale attached to the wall
(which measures the amount of force that the wall exerts).
otherhow
words,
the force
NoIn
matter
hard you
that you exert on the wall has the same magnitude as thepull,
force
that theonwall
the readings
the exerts
two scales are identical.
back on you (Figure
(a) 4-14c).
(c)
Spring scales

(b)

Wall

(a)

Spring scales

(b)

No matter how hard you
pull, these forces have the
same magnitude.

Force the
wall exerts
on you
measured by
the left-hand
scale.

No matter how hard you
pull, the readings on the
two scales are identical.

Force you
exert on
the wall
measured by
the right-hand
scale.

Figure 4-14 Comparing the forces that objects exert on each other (a) Two spring
Wall
scales connected
together.
Each scale
measures
the force exerted on it. (b) One scale is
(c)
No matter
how hard
you
connected to a wall, andpull,
youthese
pullforces
on the
other
have
the end. (c) The force you exert on the wall
with the scales is equal same
in magnitude
magnitude.to the force that the wall exerts back on you.

No matter how hard you
In Figure 4-14 both you and the wall are stationary. We can try the same experipull, the readings on the
The car and trailer are linked
ment
with two objects in motion — say, a car and a trailer connected together by the same
two
scales
are
identical.
together by two spring scales
Force the
Force you
(like those shown in Figure 4-14)
4-15). The readings on each scale depend on
arrangement of two spring
scales (Figure
wall exerts
exert on
connected end to end.
whether the car and traileronare
moving
at
a
constant
speed, speeding up, or slowing down.
you
the wall
(c)
measured
by
measured
In allyou
of these cases, however,
experiment
shows by
that the spring scale attached to the car
No matter how hard
theattached
right-handto the trailer. So the force that the car
pull, these forcesreads
have the
exactly the same asthe
theleft-hand
spring scale
scale.
scale.
same magnitude.exerts on the trailer always
has the same magnitude as the force that the trailer exerts on

the car. The only difference between the two forces is that they are in opposite directions:
The car pulls forward on the trailer, while the trailer pulls backward on the car.
We can summarize these observations in Newton’s third law:

Each spring scale has the
same reading: The force
Force you
that the car exerts onForce
the the
If object
A exerts a force on object B, object B exerts a force on object A that
exert
on
trailer always has the same wall exerts
on you
thehas
wallthe same magnitude but is in the opposite direction. These two forces act
magnitude as the force that the
by
measured
by
trailer exerts on the car. This measured
is true
on different
objects.
the left-hand
the right-hand
no matter how the car and trailer
scale.
scale.
move (and is also true if they aren’t
In declaring this law Newton added: “If you press a stone with your finger, the finmoving at all).
ger is also pressed by the stone.” This quote reminds us that Newton’s third law refers to

Figure 4-15 Comparing the

forces that moving objects
exert on each other A pair of
spring scales like those shown in
Figure 4-14a are used to connect
a car and trailer.

two forces that act on different objects. In Newton’s example these two forces are your
finger pressing on the stone and the stone pressing on your finger. Physicists speak of
the interaction between two objects and refer to the two forces involved in an interaction as a force pair. (These two forces are sometimes called the action and the reaction.)
We can express Newton’s third law as an
 equation relating the force that an object
A exerts on another object B (written as FA on B ) to the reaction force that object B
exerts on object A (written as FB on A ):
Force that object A exerts on object B

Newton’s third law of motion
(4-7)

Force that object B exerts on object A

FA on B = –FB on A
If object A exerts a force on object B, object B must exert a force on
object A with the same magnitude but opposite direction.
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The minus sign means that FB on A has the same magnitude as FA on B but is in the
opposite direction (Figure 4-16). The two forces in a force pair are sometimes called “equal
and opposite,” which means that they are equal in magnitude and opposite in direction.

A

FB on A

FA on B
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B

Comparing Newton’s Three Laws
We’ve emphasized that Newton’s third law is fundamentally different from the first
and second laws because it tells us about forces that act on two different objects.
By contrast, Newton’s first and second laws tell us about the effect of the net external force acting on a single object. Here’s an example that illustrates this important
distinction. Figure 4-17a shows a ball held at rest in a person’s hand. The drawing
shows three forces: the gravitational force of Earth pulling down on the ball (the
ball’s weight), the force of the person’s hand on the ball, and the force of the ball on
the person’s hand. All three forces have equal magnitudes but for different reasons!
(a) Holding a ball at rest.

Upward force exerted by
your hand on the ball

Newton’s first law says
these two forces acting on
the same object (the ball)
have equal magnitude.

Upward force exerted by
your hand on the ball

Newton’s second law
says these two forces
acting on the ball do not
have equal magnitudes.
Their sum must be
upward (in the direction
of the acceleration).
Downward gravitational
force exerted by Earth
on the ball

Figure 4-16 Newton’s third
law

If object A exerts a force FA on B on
object B, then object
B necessarily

exerts a force FB on A on object A
with the same magnitude but the
opposite direction.

Newton’s third law
says these two forces
acting on different
objects have equal
magnitude.

Downward gravitational
force exerted by Earth
on the ball

(b) Accelerating a ball upward.

These two forces are
equal in magnitude but
opposite in direction.

Downward force exerted
by the ball on your hand

a

Newton’s third law
says these two forces
have equal magnitudes,
whether the ball is
accelerating or not.

Figure 4-17 Comparing
Newton’s three laws
(a) Newton’s first law and third
law applied to a ball at rest
in your palm. (b) Newton’s
second law and third law
applied to a ball that you
accelerate upward.

Downward force exerted
by the ball on your hand

• The force of Earth on the ball and the force of the person’s hand on the ball

have equal magnitudes and opposite directions according to Newton’s first law.
These
 are the only two external forces acting on the ball, so their vector sum
∑ Fext must be zero (that is, the two forces must balance each other) in order
that the ball remain at rest and not accelerate.

• The force of the person’s hand on the ball and the force of the ball on the

person’s hand have equal magnitudes and opposite directions according to
Newton’s third law. These two forces are a force pair: If A represents the hand
and B represents the ball, these are the forces of A on B and of B on A.

Figure 4-17b shows the situation
when the person’s hand is accelerating the ball

upward. Now the vector sum ∑ Fext of external forces on the ball is not zero, so the
force of Earth on the ball does not have the same magnitude as the force of the person’s hand on the ball. However, the force of the person’s hand on the ball still does
have the same magnitude of the force of the ball on the hand because Newton’s third
law works at all times, even when the objects are accelerating.
Here’s a general rule to keep in mind:

Use Newton’s first law or second law when dealing with the forces that act
on a given object. Use Newton’s third law when relating the forces that act
between two objects.

WATCH OUT! Newton’s
third law involves only
two objects.

!

Two forces can be a force
pair only if they are exerted
between the same two
objects. Consider the situation
in which you are holding a rock
in your hand. The weight force
exerted by Earth on the rock
cannot ever be a force pair to the
normal force of your hand on
the same rock. These two forces
involve three objects: Earth, rock,
and hand. So these two forces
cannot be a force pair.
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GOT THE CONCEPT? 4-6 Is Motion Impossible?
Figure 4-18 Pushing a crate
Do Newton’s laws make it
impossible to push this crate
across the floor?

You ask a friend to push a large crate across a floor
(Figure 4-18). Your friend declares that this feat isn’t
possible because whatever force he applies to the box
will be met with an equal but opposite force. The vector sum
of these forces, he argues, will be zero, so the crate will have
zero acceleration and won’t move. What’s wrong with this
argument?

GOT THE CONCEPT? 4-7 Which Forces Act?
Two crates are at rest, one touching the other, on a
horizontal surface. You push horizontally on crate 1 as
shown by the red arrow in Figure 4-19. Which of the
following is a force that acts on crate 2? (a) A force exerted by
crate 1; (b) a force exerted by you; (c) a reaction force exerted
by crate 2; (d) a force due to the acceleration of crate 2; (e) more
than one of these.

1

2

Figure 4-19 Pushing
two crates If you push
on crate 1 as shown
by the red arrow, what
forces act on crate 2?

Newton’s Third Law and Tension
We can use Newton’s third law to help us understand another important type of contact force. Tension is the force exerted by a rope (or thread, string, cable, or wire)
on an object to which the rope is connected. As an example, the rope shown in
F igure 4-20a exerts a tension force on the sailor who holds on to the left-hand end of
the rope and exerts a tension force on the boat tied to its right-hand end. We’ll use the
symbol T for a tension force.
Here’s an important fact about tension: If a rope has sufficiently small mass, the
tension forces that the rope exerts at its two ends have the same magnitude. To see why
(a)

Sailor exerts a 25-N force
on his end of the rope

(b) Force of the sailor
on the rope

Force of the boat
on the rope

Gravitational force of
Earth on the rope
Tension here is 25 N

(c)
Force of the sailor
on the rope = 25 N

2 Newton’s third law
tells us that these
two forces must be
equal in magnitude...

1 Newton’s second law tells us that these two
forces must be equal in magnitude, if we
assume that the rope has zero mass.

Tension at this end = force of
the rope on the sailor = 25 N

4 Therefore, the tension
must be the same at both
ends of a massless rope.

Force of the boat
on the rope = 25 N

Tension at this end = force of
the rope on the boat = 25 N

3 ...and Newton’s third
law tells us that these
two forces must be
equal in magnitude.

Figure 4-20 Comparing the tensions at the two ends of a rope (a) A sailor docking a
boat pulls on one end of a rope. (b) The forces that act on the rope. (c) The forces that
act on a massless rope. In this case the tension force must have the same magnitude at
either end of the rope.
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these forces have the same magnitude, consider a sailor who docks a boat by pulling
on one end of a rope whose other end is tied to the boat (Figure 4-20a). If he pulls with
a given force — say, 25 N — on his end of the rope, Newton’s third law tells us that the
rope pulls back on him with a force of 25 N. How much force does the other end of
the rope exert on the boat?
To see the answer, consider Figure 4-20b, which shows the forces that act on the
rope. The weight of the rope causes the rope to sag so that the angle of the rope is different at the two ends. However, in many situations the weight of the rope is very small
compared to the pulling forces exerted on the rope by the objects attached to its ends.
That’s the case in Figure 4-20c. So we can safely approximate the rope as having zero
mass and hence zero weight. Using this approximation the rope won’t sag at all under
its own weight (because it has none) and will be perfectly straight. Then the only forces
acting on the rope are those at either end. Because the rope is straight, these two forces
point in opposite directions (Figure 4-20c).

Newton’s second law says that the sum of external forces on the rope, ∑ Fext ,


is equal to ma, the product of the rope’s mass m and its acceleration a. However, if

the rope has zero mass (m = 0), the product ma is always equal to zero, even if the
rope is accelerating. Therefore, the sum of external forces on the rope must be zero

∑ Fext = 0 under all circumstances. For this to be the case, the oppositely directed
forces acting on either end of the rope (Figure 4-20c) must have the same magnitude
whether the rope is accelerating or not.
Newton’s third law tells us that the force exerted on each end of the rope has
the same magnitude as the tension forces exerted by each end of the rope. Because
equal-magnitude forces act on each end of a massless rope, it follows that the tension is
also the same at both ends: If the tension is 25 N at the left-hand end, it is 25 N at the
right-hand end (Figure 4-20c). So we are left with the following general rule:

(

)

The tension is the same at both ends of a rope or string, provided the weight
of the rope or string is much less than the forces exerted on the ends of the
rope or string.

Newton’s Third Law and Propulsion
Newton’s third law plays an essential role in biology: All living systems (including
you) use it for propulsion. As an example, suppose you start running from a standing
start. It’s common to say that you propel yourself forward, but this isn’t strictly correct: It takes an external force to accelerate you forward from rest, and an external
force has to come from outside your body. What happens is that to start running,
you use your feet to exert a backward force on the surface of the running track. By
Newton’s third law, the track exerts a forward force of the same magnitude on your
feet. It’s this force exerted by the track that’s responsible for propelling you forward.
Bird flight also depends on Newton’s third law. As they flap, the wings of a bird
in flight push air both backward and downward. Newton’s third law tells us that the
air therefore exerts forward and upward components of force on the bird’s wings.
The forward component of force exerted on the bird’s wings by the air balances the
backward force of air resistance that acts on the bird’s body, so the net horizontal
external force on the bird is zero. The upward component of force that the air exerts
on the bird’s wings balances the downward gravitational force on the bird’s body, so
the net vertical external force on the bird is also zero. Since there is no net external
force on the bird, it continues flying with zero acceleration (that is, in a straight line
with constant speed).
Fish typically have a number of fins of various shapes and sizes (Figure 4-21a)
that they use to take full advantage of Newton’s third law. In almost all species of
fish, the primary means of forward propulsion is the side-to-side motion of the caudal
fin and the rear part of the fish’s body. Figure 4-21b shows the fish from above as it
sweeps its caudal fin to the right. In doing so the fish exerts a force Ffish on water on the
surrounding water that acts perpendicular to the fish’s body, in a manner similar to a
normal
 force. In accordance with Newton’s third law, the water exerts a force on the
fish, Fwater on fish , of equal magnitude
 in the opposite direction. The forward component
of this force on the fish, labeled Fthrust in Figure 4-21b, propels the fish forward against

B ioM e d i c al
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Figure 4-21 Fish propulsion (a) Fish
have a variety of fins for propulsion and
directional control. The caudal fin is primarily
responsible for pushing the fish forward
through the water. (b) When a fish swishes
its
 caudal fin back and forth, it exerts a force
Ffish on water on the water. The reaction to this is
the force Fwater on fish that the water exerts on
the fish; the forward component of this force,
Fthrust, propels the fish forward.

Fwater on fish

Fthrust

Direction
of motion

Flateral

Dorsal fin

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE
FOR Section 4-5
✔ Newton’s third law tells us
that if object A exerts a force
on object B, object B has to
exert a force on object A of
the same magnitude but in the
opposite direction.
✔ A rope exerts the same
tension at both ends, provided
the mass of the rope can be
ignored.

Ffish on water
Pectoral fin

Caudal fin

(a)

(b)

the backward resistance of water on the front of the fish. In some species the motion of
the dorsal fin (Figure 4-21a) also contributes to forward propulsion.
Figure 4-21b shows that there is also a force component Flateral on the fish that
acts perpendicular to the net motion of the fish. These lateral forces contribute to the
stability of the fish and help it turn and maneuver. Most fish can also make subtle
adjustments to the orientation of the pectoral fins on the sides of the fish, enabling it to
stop, start, and change direction quickly.

4-6 All problems involving forces can be
solved using the same series of steps
In this section we’ll use Newton’s laws to solve a variety of problems that involve
forces and acceleration. We can set up any force problem using just two steps.
(1) Make a free-body diagram for the object or objects of interest using the rules that
we outlined in Section 4-4. Choose the coordinate axes and label the positive directions. (As we’ve mentioned before, it’s best to choose these axes so that one or more
of the vectors in the problem — the acceleration and the individual forces — lie along
one of the axes.)
(2) Write Newton’s second law for each object and in each direction separately. Use
the free-body diagram to make sure that for each object, all of the forces that
act on that object are included in the sum of external forces. Then solve for the
unknowns.

Problems Involving a Single Object
See the Math Tutorial
for more information on
trigonometry.

Our first few examples involve just a single object. In some problems the goal
is to find the object’s acceleration; in other cases you need to determine one or
more of the forces acting on the object. Sometimes determining the acceleration or
unknown force is not the goal itself but just a necessary step to arrive at the final
answer.
One thing to think about in these problems is the choice of x and y axes for your
force diagram. If the object is on an incline, choose one of the axes to point along the
incline. If the object is moving in a known direction, it’s best to choose one of the axes
to point in that direction. If you’re not sure which way the object will accelerate (say,
whether to the left or to the right), don’t worry about it — choose an axis to point in
one direction or the other. If it turns out that the acceleration is in the direction opposite to the one you chose, you’ll know because the acceleration will turn out to be
negative.
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What’s the Angle?

A pair of fuzzy dice hangs on a lightweight thread from the rearview mirror of your high-performance sports car. At
what angle from the vertical do the dice hang when the car is accelerating forward at a constant 6.50 m/s2 ?

Set Up
The dice move along with the car and so have
the same forward acceleration of 6.50 m/s2 .
So there must be a net forward force on the
dice. The individual forces on the dice are the

wdice exerted by Earth and the
gravitational force

tension force T exerted by the thread. Because
the thread is lightweight, the gravitational
force on it is negligible, and the thread will be
straight when taut. So the angle of the thread
from the vertical — which is the quantity we’re
trying to find —
 is the same as the angle θ of the
tension force T . We’ll find this angle by applying
Newton’s second law to the dice.

Solve
Write the x and y components of the external
forces that act on the dice and the acceleration
of the dice.

Newton’s second law in
component form:

acceleration = 6.50 m/s2
acceler

∑ Fext on dice,x = mdice adice,x (4-4a)
∑ Fext on dice,y = mdice adice,y (4-4b)

angle O = ?
O

Net force on dice = sum of
tension force and gravitational
force:
 

∑ Fext on dice = T + wdice

O

wdice
gr
gravitational
force
is in the negative
y direction


Components of tension force T :
Tx = T sin θ
Ty = T cos θ

adice

T
y

acceler
acceleration
is in the
positive x direction

x

Tx = T sin O
Ty = T cos O

O
T


Components of gravitational force wdice
with magnitude wdice = mdice g:

y

wdice

wdice,x = 0

x

wdice,y = − wdice = − mdice g

Components of acceleration adice :
adice, x = adice = 6.50 m/s2
adice, y = 0
Substitute
the expressions for the components of

 
w , T , and adice into Newton’s second law. This
gives two equations, one from the x components
and one from the y components.

Newton’s second law in component form:
x: ∑ Fext on dice, x = Tx + wdice, x = mdice adice, x , so
T sin θ + 0 = mdice adice
y: ∑ Fext on dice, y = Ty + wdice, y = mdice adice, y , so
T cos θ + (− mdice g) = 0

We don’t know either the magnitude T or the
angle θ of the tension force. All we are asked
to solve for is the value of θ , so we eliminate
T from the two equations above. We also
use the definition of the tangent function,
tan θ = ( sin θ )/( cos θ ).

From the y equation:
T cos θ = mdice g, so
T =

mdice g
cos θ

Substitute this into the x equation:
T sin θ = mdice adice, so
mdice g
sin θ = mdice adice
cos θ
Divide through by mdice and g and apply the definition of tangent.
sin θ
a
= tan θ = dice
cos θ
g
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Solve for θ :
 6.50 m/s2 
a 
θ = tan−1  dice  = tan −1 
= tan –1 ( 0.663)
 g 
 9.80 m/s2 
= 33.6°

Reflect
Note that our answer doesn’t depend on the mass mdice . The angle θ would be the same whether
the dice were made of lightweight plastic or solid gold.
We can check our result by using a range of values of acceleration. When the car is not
accelerating (as would be the case if its velocity is constant), adice = 0 and θ = tan −1 0 = 0.
The dice hang straight down, which is expected. The greater the acceleration adice , the greater the
value of θ — which is also what we would expect.

adice

O = tan–1

adice
g

WATCH OUT! Newton’s laws apply only in inertial frames of reference.

!

You might argue that the dice in the preceding
example accelerate backward rather than forward.
After all, from your perspective as the driver, the dice
swing backward when you step on the accelerator
pedal. The driver’s seat isn’t a good place from which to
apply Newton’s laws, however, because you are yourself
accelerating! It turns out that Newton’s laws work only if
you observe from a vantage point, or frame of reference,
that is not accelerating. Such a vantage point is called
an inertial frame of reference. (A more detailed study of
Newton’s first law than we can present in this book usually
considers Newton’s first law as a definition of inertial
frames of reference. That’s really why Newton’s first law gets
its own number.) One such frame of reference would be a

EXAMPLE 4-5

person standing by the road as you accelerate away. The dice
initially will lag behind the car due to their inertia, which
is why the dice swing backward relative to the driver. Once
the dice have stabilized, however, they move with the same
acceleration as the car. The same inertial effect explains why
you feel pushed back in your seat when the car accelerates
forward, and you feel thrown forward against your safety
belt if the car brakes rapidly. No real force acts on you in
either case: It’s just your inertia. (If you think inertia is a
real force, ask yourself what could be exerting it. If you
think it’s your own body, remember that only external forces
affect motion; if you think it’s “the force of acceleration” or
“the force of velocity,” remember from Section 4-4 that these
forces don’t exist.)

Slipping and Sliding I

One wintry day you accidentally drop your physics book (mass 2.50 kg) on an icy, essentially frictionless sidewalk that
tilts at an angle of 10.0° with respect to the horizontal. What is the book’s acceleration as it slides downhill?

Set Up
We’ll find the book’s acceleration using
Newton’s second law. Because there is no
friction in this situation, the only forces
acting on the book are the gravitational

force wbook (which points straight down)

and the normal force n (which points
perpendicular to the surface of the inclined
sidewalk). This situation is similar to the
block shown in Figure 4-12 (Section 4-4).
Because the motion is down the ramp, we
choose the x axis to be in that direction.

Newton’s second law in component
form applied to the book:

∑ Fext on book,x = mbook abook,x
∑ Fext on book,y = mbook abook,y

y

n
O

(4-4a)
(4-4b)

Net force on book = sum of normal
force and gravitational force:

 
∑ Fext on book = n + wbook

x

O = 10.0°
wbook
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Solve
Write the forces and the acceleration
in component form. The book doesn’t
move perpendicular to the ramp, so the
y component of its acceleration is zero.


Components of normal force n:

139

ny = n
y

nx = 0
ny = n
Components of gravitational force

wbook:

x

wbook
O

magnitude wbook = mbook g

wbook,y = –wbook cos O

wbook,x = +wbook sin O

wbook,x = wbook sin θ
= mbook g sin θ
wbook,y = − wbook cos θ
= − mbook g cos θ


Components of acceleration abook:
abook, x: to be determined
abook, y = 0
Use the components to write Newton’s
second law for the book in component
form.

Newton’s second law in component form:
x: ∑ Fext on book, x = nx + w x = 0 + mbook g sin θ
= mbook abook, x , so
mbook g sin θ = mbook abook,x
y: ∑ Fext on book, y = ny + w y = n − mbook g cos θ = mbook abook, y , so
n − mbook g cos θ = 0

All we are asked to find is the acceleration
of the book, so we need only the x equation.

Dividing the x equation by mbook :

(

)

abook, x = g sin θ = 9.80 m/s2 sin 10.0°
= 1.70 m/s2

Reflect
Our result tells us that the book accelerates in the positive x direction (downhill).
This result makes sense: When no friction opposes its motion, the book should gain
speed as it slides downhill. If the slope were steeper, θ and sin θ would be greater,
and the acceleration abook, x = g sin θ would be greater as well. Just as for an object
in free fall, the acceleration doesn’t depend on the book’s mass.
Note also that our analysis would be exactly the same if you put the book
near the bottom of the incline and gave it an upward push to start it moving. The
gravitational force and normal force would be unchanged, so the magnitude and
direction of the acceleration would likewise be unchanged. Because the acceleration
is downhill and the velocity uphill, the book would slow down as it moved up the
incline — again, just as we would expect.

y
vbook

abook

x

book sliding downhill
acceleration of the
book is the same

y

x

abook

vbook

book sliding uphill

EXAMPLE 4-6

Slipping and Sliding II

If there is friction between the book and the incline in the previous example, the book’s downhill acceleration will be less
than we calculated above. If the book gains speed at only 0.200 m/s2 as it slides downhill, what is the magnitude of the
friction force on the 2.50-kg book?
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Set Up
The situation is much the same as in
Example 4-5 but
 with an additional
friction force f which points up the
incline, opposing the book’s motion.
We are given the book’s acceleration,
so we’ll use Newton’s second law
to determine the magnitude of the
friction force.

Solve


 
The vectors n, wbook , and abook
break into components the same
way that they did in Example 4-5.
We complete the list with the vector
components of f .
Use the components to write
Newton’s second law for the book in
component form.

Newton’s second law in component form
applied to the book:

∑ Fext on book,x = mbook abook,x (4-4a)
∑ Fext on book,y = mbook abook,y(4-4b)

y
abook = 0.200 m/s2

n
x

motion
of book

f

Net force on book = sum of normal force,
gravitational force, and friction force:


 
∑ Fext on book = n + wbook + f

O = 10.0°

O
wbook


Components of friction force f :
f x = −f
fy = 0
Newton’s second law in component form:
x: ∑ Fext on book, x = nx + w x + f x = 0 + mbook g sin θ − f = mbook abook, x, so
mbook g sin θ − f = mbook abook, x
y: ∑ Fext on book, y = ny + w y + f y = n − mbook g cos θ + 0 = mbook abook, y , so

n − mbook g cos θ = 0
Solve the x equation for the
magnitude f of the friction force.

mbook g sin θ − f = mbook abook,x , so
f = mbook g sin θ − mbook abook, x
= mbook (g sin θ − abook, x )

(

)

= ( 2.50 kg )  9.80 m/s2 sin 10.0° − 0.200 m/s2 
2

= 3.75 kg ⋅ m/s = 3.75 N

Reflect
This example is very much like Example 4-3 in Section 4-3. The only difference is that the net force on the cat in
Example 4-3 is zero (the cat is at rest), while the net force on the sliding book in this example is not zero.
EXAMPLE 4-7

How to “Lose Weight” the Easy Way

A 70.0-kg student stands on a bathroom scale in an elevator. What is the reading on the scale (a) when the elevator is
moving upward at a constant 0.500 m/s? (b) When the elevator is accelerating downward at 1.00 m/s2?

Set Up
The reading on a bathroom scale tells you how hard
you are pushing on it, which may not be the same
as your weight. (Try pushing on a bathroom scale with
your hand. The reading measures how strong you are,
not how much you weigh.) Newton’s third law tells us
that the downward normal force of the student on the
scale is equal in magnitude to the upward normal force

exerted by the scale on the student, nscale on student . So

what we want to know is the magnitude of nscale on student
in each situation, which we’ll find by applying Newton’s
second law to the student. The only other force acting

on the student is the gravitational force wstudent. Both
forces and the acceleration in part (b) are in the vertical
direction, so we only need the y component.

y component of Newton’s second law
applied to the student:

∑ Fext on student,y = mstudent astudent,y

(4-4b)

nscale on student
y

Net force on student = sum of normal
force and gravitational force:



∑ Fext on student = nscale on student + wstudent

x

wstudent
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Solve
(a) If the elevator is moving at a constant velocity,
the student’s acceleration is zero. So the sum of the
external forces on the student must be zero. We then
solve for the magnitude of the normal force that the
scale exerts on the student.

Student’s y velocity is
constant, so

constant velocity: astudent,y = 0

astudent, y = 0

nscale on student

Newton’s second law in
component form:
y: ∑ Fext on student, y

net external force = 0

y

= nscale on student + (− wstudent )

x

= mstudent astudent,y = 0, so

wstudent

nscale on student
= wstudent = mstudent g
= (70.0 kg)(9.80 m/s2 )
= 686 N
(b) If the elevator, and so also the student, is
accelerating downward (in the negative y direction)
at 1.00 m/s2, the net force on the student must be
downward. The net force can be downward only
if the upward normal force exerted by the scale
is smaller than the downward gravitational force.
Again we solve for the magnitude nscale on student using
Newton’s second law.

The student’s acceleration has a
downward (negative) y component:
astudent, y = − 1.00 m/s2

nscale on student
y

Newton’s second law in
component form:
y: ∑ Fext on student, y
= nscale on student + (− wstudent )
= mstudent astudent, y , so

downward acceleration

net external force
is downward
x

wstudent

astudent,y < 0

nscale on student
= wstudent + mstudent astudent, y

(

)

= 686 N + ( 70.0 kg ) −1.00 m/s2 = 616 N

Reflect
free fall
If the elevator is in free fall,
According to the scale the student “weighs” 70 N
normal force = 0
y
less when the elevator accelerates downward. You’ve
astudent,y = − g
probably experienced this phenomenon in an elevator n
scale on student
when it starts moving downward from rest or when
x
=
wstudent + mstudent astudent,y
wstudent
it comes to a halt when moving upward. A similar
= mstudent g + mstudent (− g)
phenomenon occurs in an elevator that accelerates
astudent,y = –g
upward. Then astudent,y is positive, nscale on student is
=0
greater than the student’s weight wstudent , and the
student feels heavier than normal.
What if the elevator is in free fall? Then astudent, y = − g = −9.80 m/s2 (negative because the acceleration is
downward). Substituting this value into our result gives nscale on student = 0. The scale reads zero, and the student will feel
weightless! This situation is called apparent weightlessness. (The student isn’t truly weightless because the gravitational
force still acts on her.) We’ll see in Chapter 7 that astronauts in Earth orbit are also in free fall, so they feel weightless
just like the student in the free-falling elevator.

Problems Involving Ropes and Tension
What object is pulling the water skier shown in Figure 4-22? You might be tempted
to say that it’s the boat — but that can’t be correct because the boat doesn’t touch the
skier. Instead the boat exerts a force on the tow rope, and it’s the tow rope that pulls
on the skier. The force that pulls the skier is therefore a tension force.
As we learned in Section 4-5, if the weight of the tow rope is small compared to
the forces exerted by the objects to which it’s attached (in this case, the boat and the
water skier), we can ignore its mass altogether. Then the magnitude of the tension force

Go to Picture It 4-1 for more
practice dealing with weight
Go to Interactive Exercises
4-1 and 4-2 for more practice
dealing with tension
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Figure 4-22 Towing a water skier The boat exerts a force on
the tow rope, and the tow rope pulls on the skier.

is the same at both ends of the rope no matter how the boat, skier, and rope are moving. We’ll use this principle in the next two examples, both of which involve moving
objects that are connected by a lightweight string.

EXAMPLE 4-8

Tension in a String

You pull two blocks connected by a lightweight string across a horizontal table. Block 1 has a mass of 1.00 kg,
and block 2 has a mass of 2.00 kg. There is negligible friction between the blocks and the table. The string will
break if the tension is greater than 6.00 N. What is the maximum pull that you can apply to block 1 without
breaking the string?

Set Up





As in the previous examples we start by
drawing a free-body diagram. Note that here
there are two bodies (block 1 and block 2), so
we have to be careful and draw two free-body
diagrams to include the forces that act on each
block. We choose the positive x axis to be in
the direction of the blocks’ horizontal motion
and choose the positive y axis to be vertically
upward.

∑ Fext on1 = m1a1 (4-2)


∑ Fext on 2 = m2a2

We are told that the string connecting the
blocks is lightweight, so the tension at either
end of the string has the same magnitude:
Tstring on 1 = Tstring on 2. We’ll call this magnitude
T for short. Our goal is to find the maximum
value of Fyou on 1 (the magnitude of the force
that you exert on block 1) so that T is no
greater than 6.00 N.

Net force on block 2 = sum of normal force, gravitational force,
and tension:




∑ Fext on 2 = n2 + w2 + Tstring on 2

Net force on block 1 = sum of
force you exert, normal force,
gravitational force, and tension:



∑ Fext on 1 = Fyou on 1 + n1
+ w1 + Tstring on 1

n2 block
2

block
1

n1

Tstring on 2 Tstring on 1
y
w2

Fyou on 1
w1

x

Tension is the same at both ends of the string:
Tstring on 1 = Tstring on 2 = T

Solve
We then write Newton’s second law for each
block in component form. If we assume that
the string doesn’t stretch, the two blocks move
together and have the same x component of
acceleration, which we call ax.

Both blocks have the same x acceleration:
a1x = a2 x = ax
Both blocks have zero y acceleration.
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Newton’s second law in
component form for block 1:

block
1
Tstring on 1,x = –T

x: ∑ Fext on 1,x = Fyou on 1 + (−T )
= m1ax
y: ∑ Fext on 1,y = n1 + (− w1) = 0

n1y = n1

143

a1x = ax

Fyou on 1,x = Fyou on 1
y

w1y = –w1

Newton’s second law in
component form for block 2:

x

n2y = n2

block
2

∑ Fext on 2,x = T = m2 ax
y: ∑ Fext on 2,y = n2 + (− w2 ) = 0
x:

a2x = ax
Tstring on 2,x = T
w2y = –w2

We want to find the value of Fyou on 1 when
T = 6.00 N (the maximum tension that will
prevent the string from breaking). We use the x
equation for block 2 to find the x acceleration
ax in this situation and then we use this value
of ax in the x equation for block 1 to solve for
Fyou on 1.

First solve for the value of ax when T = 6.00 N. Use the x equation
for block 2:
T = m2 ax
ax =

T
6.00 N
=
= 3.00 N/kg = 3.00 m/s2
m2 2.00 kg

Now substitute ax = 3.00 m/s2 into the x equation for block 1 and
solve for Fyou on 1:
Fyou on 1 – T = m1ax

(

Fyou on 1 = T + m1 ax = 6.00 N + (1.00 kg ) 3.00 m/s2

)

= 6.00 N + 3.00 kg ⋅ m/s2 = 6.00 N + 3.00 N = 9.00 N

Reflect
We can check our answers by referring back to Newton’s second law in the
x direction for each block. You exert a forward force Fyou on 1 = 9.00 N on
block 1, and the string exerts a backward force of 6.00 N. So the net forward
force on block 1 is 9.00 N − 6.00 N = 3.00 N. This block has a mass of
1.00 kg, so the 3.00-N net force gives block 1 an acceleration of 3.00 m/s2.
The only horizontal force on block 2 is the forward tension force of 6.00 N;
because block 2 has a mass of 2.00 kg, the forward acceleration produced is
(6.00 N )/( 2.00 kg ) = 3.00 m/s2. This acceleration is the same as for block 1,
as it must be because the two blocks move together.
Because the two blocks move together, we could
have treated the two blocks together as a single
unit with a mass equal to m1 + m2 = 3.00 kg .
That wouldn’t have helped us solve this
problem, however. The reason is that the
tension forces are internal forces (they involve
one part of the combined unit pulling on
another part) in this approach. As a result there
would be no way to apply the condition that
the tension cannot exceed 6.00 N.
Here’s the lesson: When solving problems
that involve forces and accelerations for more
than one object, it’s safest to always apply
Newton’s laws to each object separately.
However, the combined system of two blocks
can be used as another way to find the acceleration
of the two blocks moving together. Can you solve
the equations for the two blocks as a unit to show
again that this acceleration is 3.00 m/s2?

acceleration
6.00 N
2.00 kg
= 3.00 m/s2

∑ Fext on unit,x

= Fyou on 1

= (m1 + m2 )aon unit,x
y:

∑ Fext on unit,y

= nunit + (− wunit ) = 0

Fyou on 1 = 9.00 N
1.00
kg

=

Newton’s second law in
component form for the
two blocks as a unit:
x:

T = 6.00 N

2.00
kg

acceleration
(9.00 N – 6.00 N)
=
1.00 kg
= 3.00 m/s2

nunit = n1 + n2
total mass = 3.00 kg
2.00
kg

1.00
kg

wunit = w1 + w2

We can’t solve for Fyou on 1 because
the tension T does not appear in
these equations.
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EXAMPLE 4-9

Atwood’s Machine

Two blocks are connected by a lightweight string that
passes over a pulley as shown in Figure 4-23. (This
arrangement is known as Atwood’s machine after Rev.
George Atwood, who devised it in 1784 as a way to
demonstrate motion with constant acceleration.) Block 1
is more massive than block 2, so when released block 1
accelerates downward, and block 2 accelerates upward.
Assume that the mass of the pulley is so small that we
can neglect it. Derive expressions for (a) the acceleration
of each block and (b) the tension in the string.

Block
2

Both the string and
the pulley have
negligible masses.
Block
1

Figure 4-23 Atwood’s
machine When the blocks are
released from rest, block 1 falls,
and block 2 rises. What are their
accelerations, and what is the
tension in the string?

Set Up
Each block has only two forces acting on
it: a downward gravitational force and an
upward tension force. We choose the positive y
direction for block 1 to be downward and the
positive y direction for block 2 to be upward.
Using this choice, both blocks accelerate in the
positive y direction and both blocks have the
same y component of acceleration (because we
assume that the string doesn’t stretch). One
of our goals is to calculate this acceleration,
which we call ay.
Because we can neglect the mass of
the pulley, the magnitude of the tension
force has the same value T at both ends of
the lightweight string. Our other goal is to
calculate the value of T.

Newton’s second law in the
y direction applied to each block:
block
2
Tstring on 2
∑ Fext on 1,y = m1a1y     (4-4b)
∑ Fext on 2,y = m2 a2y
y
Tstring on 1
Net force on block 1 = sum of
gravitational force and tension:
w2


x

x
∑ Fext on 1 = w1 + Tstring on 1
a2y = ay
Net force on block 2 = sum of
y
block
gravitational force and tension:


1

∑ Fext on 2 = w2 + Tstring on 2
w1
a1y = ay
Both blocks have the same y acceleration:
a1y = a2 y = ay
Magnitude of tension is the same at both ends of the string:
Tstring on 1 = Tstring on 2 = T

Solve

Newton’s second law in component form for block 1:
y: ∑ F ext on 1, y = w1 + (−T ) = m1ay or m1 g − T = m1ay
Newton’s second law in component form for block 2:
y: ∑ F ext on 2, y = T + (− w2 ) = m2 ay or T − m2 g = m2 ay

Write the y component of Newton’s second
law for each block.

We have two equations (one for block 1 and
one for block 2) and two quantities that we
want to find (ay and T). One way to proceed is
to first solve for one unknown in terms of the
other. Let’s solve the block 1 equation for T in
terms of ay. Then substitute this expression for
T into the block 2 equation and solve for ay.

Solve the block 1 equation for T:
m1 g − T = m1ay so T = m1 g − m1ay
Substitute this into the block 2 equation:
(m1 g – m1ay ) – m2 g = m2 ay
Solve for ay:
m1 g – m2 g = m1ay + m2 ay
(m1 – m2 ) g = (m1 + m2 )ay or
 m − m2 
ay =  1
g
 m1 + m2 

Now that we have an expression for ay,
substitute it back into the equation for T that
we found from the block 1 equation. This
resulting expression gives us our final answer
for T.

From the block 1 equation for T:
T = m1 g − m1ay
Substitute our expression for ay and simplify:
 m − m2 

m − m2 
T = m1 g − m1  1
g = m1 g  1 − 1

 m1 + m2 

m1 + m2 
 m + m2 − m1 + m2 
 m + m2 m1 − m2 
= m1 g  1
−
= m1 g  1
 or
 m1 + m2 m1 + m2 

m1 + m2
2m1m2 g
T =
m1 + m2
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Reflect
Do these results make sense? As a start you should confirm that our expression for ay (an acceleration) has units of m/s2,
and our expression for T (a force magnitude) has units of newtons. Do they?
To check our expression for acceleration ay in more detail, notice that it depends on the difference m1 − m2 between
the two masses. If m1 > m2 as we assumed here, ay is positive; then both blocks accelerate in the positive y direction, so
block 1 (the more massive and heavier one) accelerates downward, and block 2 accelerates upward.
If instead m1 < m2 so that block 2 is more massive and heavier, the acceleration ay is negative. Then block 1 (which
is now the lighter one) accelerates upward and block 2 downward. Finally, if the two blocks have equal mass so that
m1 = m2, our expression says that ay = 0, or the blocks don’t accelerate at all. If the two equal-mass blocks begin at rest,
they will remain at rest and in balance, just as we would expect.
What about our expression for the tension T? To
check this out let’s choose some specific values of
m1 and m2. With m1 = 4.00 kg and m2 = 2.00 kg,
the tension is T = 26.1 N. That’s less than the
39.2-N weight of block 1 but greater than the
19.6-N weight of block 2. This result makes sense
because for block 1 the downward gravitational
force overwhelms the upward tension force
and the block accelerates downward, while for
block 2 the upward tension force overwhelms
gravity, and the block accelerates upward. Note
that because the tension force “holds back” the
downward acceleration of block 1, the value of
ay is less than g.
You should repeat these calculations for
different values of the two masses. Try
m1 = 1.00 kg and m2 = 3.00 kg : How does
the tension compare to the weights of the two
blocks in this case? Is the acceleration positive
or negative in this case?

Let m1 = 4.00 kg and m2 = 2.00 kg
Weight of block 1 = m1g
T = 26.1 N
2.00
= ( 4.00 kg ) 9.80 m/s2
kg
y
= 39.2 N
Weight of block 2 = m2 g
x
= ( 2.00 kg ) 9.80 m/s2
w2 = 19.6 N
= 19.6 N

(
(

)
)

a2y = 3.27 m/s2

Tension in string:
T =
=

2m1m2 g
m1 + m2
2 ( 4.00 kg )( 2.00 kg ) 9.80 m/s2

(

= 26.1 N

4.00 kg + 2.00 kg

4.00
kg

)

T = 26.1 N
x
y
w1 = 39.2 N
a1y = 3.27 m/s2

Acceleration of either block:
 m − m2 
ay =  1
g
 m1 + m2 
 4.00 kg − 2.00 kg 
=
9.80 m/s2
 4.00 kg + 2.00 kg 
= 3.27 m/s2

(

)

Kinematics and Newton’s Laws
All of the objects that we considered in Examples 4-4 through 4-9 move in straight
lines. What’s more, the forces acting on each object are constant. So the accelerations
that these forces produce are constant as well. That means we can apply all of the
kinematic formulas for straight-line motion with constant acceleration that we
learned in Chapter 2. If you can solve problems that use these formulas, and can also
solve problems that involve Newton’s laws, it’s straightforward to solve problems that
involve both of these. Here’s an example.
EXAMPLE 4-10

Down the Slopes

A 60.0-kg skier starts from rest at the top of a hill with a 30.0° slope. She reaches the bottom of the slope 4.00 s later. If
there is a constant 72.0-N friction force that resists her motion, how long is the hill?

Set Up
All three of the forces that act on the skier — the


normal force n, the gravitational force wskier, and

the friction force f — are constant. So the net force
on the skier is constant, as is her acceleration. We
can therefore use a constant-acceleration formula
to find the length of the hill. We’ll find the skier’s
downhill acceleration using Newton’s second law.

n

x = x0 + v0 x t +

1 2
ax t (2-9)
2

f

Newton’s second law in
component form for the skier:
x:
y:

∑ Fext on skier,x = mskier ax
∑ Fext on skier,y = mskier ay

y

skier

O
x

O = 30.0°

wskier
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We choose the positive x axis to point down the
slope and the positive y axis to point perpendicular
to the slope as shown. (Compare Example 4-6.) Then
the skier’s acceleration points along the x axis only.

Net force on skier = sum of normal force,
gravitational force, and friction force:


 
∑ Fext on skier = n + wskier + f

Solve


The normal force n has only a positive y

component. The gravitational force wskier has a
positive (downhill) x component and a negative
y component, while the friction force has only
a negative (uphill) x component. Use these
components and Newton’s second law to solve
for the skier’s x component of acceleration ax .

ny = n

Find the skier’s x component of
acceleration from the x component
of Newton’s second law:

∑ Fext on skier,x = wskier sin θ + (− f )
= mskier ax

Weight of skier:

fx = –f

y

wskier,y = –wskier cos O

x
wskier

wskier = mskier g, so
mskier ax = mskier g sin θ - f
f
ax = g sin θ −
mskier

(

)

= 9.80 m/s2 sin 30.0° −

O
wskier,x = wskier sin O

72.0 N
60.0 kg

= 4.90 m/s2 − 1.20 m/s2
= 3.70 m/s2
Now that we know the skier’s acceleration in the
x direction, we can use the kinematic equation to
solve for her final position, which will be equal to
the length of the hill as long as she starts at x0 = 0.
Because the skier starts at rest, her initial velocity
is v0 x = 0 .

Find the skier’s final position
after 4.00 s, assuming she starts
at x0 = 0.
x = x0 + v0 x t +
= 0+0+

y
x–
ent
m
x
ce
pla
dis

1
ax t 2
2

(

)

1
2
3.70 m/s2 (4.00 s)
2

= 29.6 m

x0

x0
t=0

30.0°
x
t = 4.00 s

Reflect
Is our answer consistent? With an acceleration of
3.70 m/s2 , our skier reaches a velocity of 14.8 m/s
after 4.00 s. Because she started at rest, her average
x component of velocity for the trip is half the final
velocity, or 7.40 m/s. If you travel at 7.40 m/s for
4.00 s, you cover a distance of 29.6 m — which is
just the answer that we obtained.

Skier’s velocity at t = 4.00 s:
vx = v0 x + ax t (2-5)
The skier’s initial velocity is v0 x = 0 , so

(

)

vx = 0 + 3.70 m/s2 ( 4.00 s ) = 14.8 m/s
Average velocity for the skier’s motion with constant acceleration:
vaverage, x =

v0 x + vx 0 + 14.8 m/s
=
= 7.40 m/s(2-7)
2
2

Distance traveled in 4.00 s:
x − x0 = vaverage ,x t = 0 + ( 7.40 m/s ) ( 4.00 s ) = 29.6 m
By now you should have a pretty good sense of how to attack problems that involve
force and acceleration. In the next chapter we’ll use the same techniques to tackle problems involving a more detailed description of friction as well as motion in a circle.

TAKE-HOME MESSAGE FOR Section 4-6
✔ To solve a problem that involves forces, begin by making
a free-body diagram for the object (or objects) of interest and
choosing coordinate axes.

✔ Once you have drawn the free-body diagram, write
Newton’s second law for each coordinate axis and solve for
the unknowns.
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Key Terms
contact force
equilibrium
external force
force
force pair
free-body diagram
friction force
gravitational force

inertia
inertial frame of reference
internal force
kilogram
mass
net external force (or net force)
newton
Newton’s first law

Newton’s laws of motion
Newton’s second law
Newton’s third law
normal force
pound
reaction force
tension
weight

Chapter Summary
Topic
Forces and Newton’s second law
of motion: The net external force
on an object is the vector sum of
all forces exerted on that object
by other objects. Common forces
include the gravitational force,
the normal force, friction, and the
tension force. Newton’s second
law states that if the net external
force on an object is nonzero, the
object accelerates.

Equation or Figure
The net external force
acting on an object...

...equals the vector sum of all of the
individual forces that act on the object.

Fext = F1 + F2 + F3 + . . .

(4-1)

The sum includes only external forces (forces exerted on the object by other objects).

If a net external force
acts on an object...

...the object accelerates. The acceleration
is in the same direction as the net force.

(4-2)

Fext = ma
The magnitude of acceleration that the net external force causes depends on the mass m of the
object (the quantity of material in the object). The greater the mass, the smaller the acceleration.

The acceleration of
an object...

...is proportional to and in the same direction
as the net external force on the object...

1
a= m

(4-3)

Fext

...and inversely proportional to the mass of the object.

Mass, weight, inertia, and
Newton’s first law of motion:
The mass of an object is the
quantity of material that it
contains. Its weight is the
magnitude of the gravitational
force on the object. Inertia is the
tendency of an object to maintain
the same motion. Newton’s first
law states that if the net external
force on an object is zero, it
maintains a constant velocity.

Weight of an object (equal to the magnitude of the gravitational force on that object)

w = mg
Mass of the object

(4-5)
Magnitude of the acceleration due to gravity

If the net external force on an object is zero...

If

...the object does not accelerate...

Fext = 0, then a = 0 and v = constant

...and the velocity of the object remains constant. If the object is at rest, it remains at rest;
if it is in motion, it continues in motion in a straight line at a constant speed.
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Free-body diagrams:
A free-body diagram
depicts all of the
external forces that act
on an object. The
coordinate axes are
chosen so that as many
of the vectors as
possible (force and
acceleration) point
along one of the axes.

1 With the friction force absent, the
remaining normal force n and gravitational
force w do not cancel. So the net external
force ΣFext = n + w is not zero.
3 Nothing cancels the positive x
component of the gravitational
force, so the net force is in the
positive x direction...
4 ...and the acceleration
of the block is in the
positive x direction, the
same as the direction of
the net force.

Newton’s third law of motion:
The third law relates the forces
that two objects exert on each
other. This law is valid no matter
how the objects move.

2 The box neither leaps off the ramp nor sinks
down into it, so it doesn’t accelerate in the y
direction. So the normal force must cancel the
(negative) y component of the gravitational force.
y

(exerted by n
the ramp)

(Figure 4-12)
x

ΣFext = n + w

5 Newton’s second law in component form:
ΣFext,x = w sin u = max
ΣFext,y = n – w cos u = 0

u
u

a

w
(exerted by Earth)

Force that object A exerts on object B

Force that object B exerts on object A

FA on B = –FB on A

(4-7)

If object A exerts a force on object B, object B must exert a force on
object A with the same magnitude but opposite direction.

Solving force problems: All
problems that involve forces can
be solved by (1) first drawing a
free-body diagram for the object
in question and (2) then writing
out Newton’s second law in
component form and solving for
the unknowns.

Sum of the x components of all
external forces acting on the object

x component of the
object’s acceleration

(a)

F ext,x = ma x

(b)

F ext,y = ma y

Sum of the y components of all
external forces acting on the object

Mass of the object

(4-4)

y component of the
object’s acceleration

Answer to What do you think? Question
(c) The forward force exerted on the airliner from the tug now
exceeds the backward force of friction on the airliner. Hence

there is a net forward force on the airliner, and it accelerates
forward — that is, it speeds up.

Answers to Got the Concept? Questions
4-1 (c), (a), (b) and (d) [tie]. From New ton’s second



law, ∑ Fext = ma, the magnitude of the net force ∑ Fext
equals the object’s mass m multiplied by the magnitude

of the object’s acceleration a. For case (a) this product is
2
(1250 kg ) 2.00 m/s = 2500 kg ⋅ m/s2 = 2500 N ; for case (c)
it is ( 4500 kg ) 0.600 m/s2 = 2700 N . (The truck is slowing
down rather than speeding up, but all that counts is the magnitude of the acceleration.) So there is a greater net force on
the truck in (c) than on the automobile in (a). In cases (b) and
(d) the objects are not accelerating (the velocities are con
stant), so a = 0 and the net force on the object is zero.

(

(

)

)

4-2 Newton’s second law holds everywhere in the universe,
even in the absence of gravity. The second law says that if you
apply the same force to each sphere, the massive lead sphere will
have a smaller acceleration than the less massive plastic sphere.
You can use this same principle here on Earth: Hold this textbook in one hand and a pencil in the other; then try to shake both
hands side to side. The hand holding this textbook will move far
less than the other hand because this book is quite a bit more
massive than a pencil. So the acceleration of the book (and the
hand holding it) will be much smaller than the acceleration of the
pencil, assuming that each hand exerts roughly the same force.
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4-3 (c) and (d) [tie], (a), (b). From E quation 4 -5 an
object’s mass m is related to its weight w and the acceleration due to gravity g by m = w/ g . So the mass of rock (a) is
ma = (10.0 N )/ 3.69 m/s2 = 2.71 kg , and the mass of rock
(b) is mb = (10.0 N )/ 9.80 m/s2 = 1.02 kg . Both rock (c) and
rock (d) have a mass of 10.0 kg.

(

(

)

)
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Note that this is the same free-body diagram as shown in Figure 4-11b for a block at rest on the ramp. The difference here
is that friction is weaker than in Figure 4-11b, so the block
slides down the ramp rather than remaining stationary.

4-4 (d) E x a mple 4 -3 s how s t h at n = wcat cos θ a nd
f = wcat sin θ , where wcat is the weight of the cat. As the value
of θ increases, the values of both cos θ and n decrease, and the
value of sin θ increases. This says that the steeper the angle,
the greater the friction force that the ramp must exert to keep
the cat from sliding. As we’ll learn in Chapter 5, there is a
limit to how much friction force a surface can exert. So if you
increase the angle too much, the ramp will no longer be able
to provide the needed amount of friction, and the unhappy
cat will start to slide.

4-6 It is true that when your friend pushes on the crate, the
crate pushes back on him according to Newton’s third law.
However, these two forces act on two different objects. The
force exerted by the crate acts on your friend, not on the
crate. So we don’t include it in the sum of external forces acting on the crate. (Remember that one of the keys to applying Newton’s second law is considering only those external
forces that act on the object you’re considering — in this case,
the crate.) The only horizontal forces that act on the crate are
your friend’s forward push and the backward push of friction
exerted by the floor. If your friend can overcome that friction
force, the crate will accelerate and start moving!

4-5 (b) Three external forces act on the box: the gravita

tional force w (exerted by Earth), the normal force n (exerted

by the surface of the ramp), and the friction force f (also
exerted by the surface of the ramp). Acceleration is not a

force, so the quantity ma doesn’t belong in the free-body dia
gram. This rules out choices (d) and (e). The normal force n
is not vertical in this situation but points perpendicular to the
inclined surface of the ramp;
 this rules out choices (c) and (d).
Finally, the friction force f opposes sliding,
so if the box is

sliding down the ramp it must be that f points up the ramp.
This rules out choice (a). Hence only choice (b) is correct.

4-7 (a) Crate 1 is in contact with crate 2 and so exerts a force
on it. Answer (b) is incorrect: You do not exert a force on crate
2 because you are not in direct contact with it. (It’s true that
crate 1 exerts a force on crate 2 only because you push on crate
1, but crate 2 doesn’t “know” that: All it “feels” is the push
from crate 1.) Crate 2 does exert a reaction force to the push it
receives from crate 1. But Newton’s third law tells us that this
reaction acts on crate 1, not on crate 2, so answer (c) is incorrect. As we discussed in Section 4-4, acceleration is caused by
force, not the other way around, and there is no such thing as
“the force of acceleration.” So answer (d), too, is incorrect.

Questions and Problems
In a few problems you are given more data than you actually
need; in a few other problems you are required to supply data
from your general knowledge, outside sources, or informed
estimate.
Interpret as significant all digits in numerical values that
have trailing zeros and no decimal points.
For all problems use g = 9.80 m/s2 for the free-fall acceleration due to gravity.
•
Basic, single-concept problem
••
Intermediate-level problem; may require
synthesis of concepts and multiple steps
•••
Challenging problem
Example See worked example for a similar problem

7. • A definition of the inertia of an object is that it is a measure of the quantity of matter. How does this definition compare with the definition discussed in the chapter?

Conceptual Questions

12. • Astronomy We know that the Sun pulls on Earth. Does
Earth also pull on the Sun? Why or why not?

1. • According to Newton’s second law, does the direction of
the net force always equal the direction of the acceleration?
2. • If the sum of the forces acting on an object equals zero,
does this imply that the object is at rest?
3. • What are the basic SI units
(kg, m, s) for force according


to Newton’s second law ∑ Fext = ma?

8. • Astronomy Why would it be easier to lift a truck on the
Moon’s surface than it is on Earth?
9. • When constructing a free-body diagram, why is it a good
idea to choose your coordinate system so that the motion of an
object is along one of the axes?
10. • Sports How can a fisherman land a 5-lb fish using fishing line that is rated at 4 lb?
11. • List all the forces acting on a bottle of water if it were
sitting on your desk.

13. • Medical Use Newton’s third law to explain the forces
involved in walking.
14. • Biology Use Newton’s third law to explain how birds are
able to fly forward.

4. • Explain why the force that a horizontal surface exerts on
an object at rest on the surface is called the normal force.

15. • A certain rope will break under any tension greater than
800 N. How can it be used to lower an object weighing 850 N
over the edge of a cliff without the rope breaking?

5. • What is the net force on a bathroom scale when a 75-kg
person stands on it?

16. • Tension is a very common force in day-to-day life. Identify five ordinary situations that involve the force of tension.

6. • Two forces of 30 N and 70 N act on an object. What are
the minimum and maximum magnitudes for the sum of these
two forces?

17. • A chair is mounted on a scale inside an elevator in the
physics building. Describe the variation in the scale reading
as the elevator begins to ascend, goes up at constant speed,
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stops, begins to descend, goes down at a constant speed, and
stops again.
18. • Medical Why does the American Academy of Pediatrics
recommend that all infants sit in rear-facing car seats starting with their first ride home from the hospital? Explain your
answer.
19. • Medical Why should the driver and passengers in a car
wear seat belts? Explain your answer.

Time

Multiple-Choice Questions

Figure 4-24 Problem 25

20. • The net force on a moving object suddenly becomes zero
and remains zero. The object will
A. stop abruptly.
B. reduce speed gradually.
C. continue at constant velocity.
D. increase speed gradually.
E. reduce speed abruptly.

26. • When a net force acts on an object, the object
A. is at rest.
B. is in motion with a constant velocity.
C. has zero speed.
D. is accelerating.
E. is at rest or in motion with a constant velocity.

21. • Which has greater monetary value, a newton of gold on
Earth or a newton of gold on the Moon?
A. a newton of gold on Earth
B. a newton of gold on the Moon
C. The value is the same, regardless of location.
D. One cannot say without checking the weight on the
Moon.
E. a newton of gold on the Moon but only when inside a
spaceship
22. • According to Newton’s second law of motion, when a
net force acts on an object, the acceleration is
A. zero.
B. inversely proportional to the object’s mass.
C. independent of mass.
D. inversely proportional to the net force.
E. directly proportional to the object’s mass.
23. • In the absence of a net force, an object can be
A. at rest.
B. in motion with a constant velocity.
C. accelerating.
D. at rest or in motion with a constant velocity.
E. It’s not possible to know without more information.
24. • Medical A car stops suddenly during a head-on collision, causing the driver’s brain to slam into the skull. The
resulting injury would most likely be to which part of the
brain?
A. frontal portion of the brain
B. rear portion of the brain
C. middle portion of the brain
D. left side of the brain
E. right side of the brain
25. • Medical During the sudden impact of a car accident, a
person’s neck can experience abnormal forces, resulting in an
injury commonly known as whiplash. If a victim’s head and
neck move in the manner shown in Figure 4-24, the car was
hit from the
A. front.
B. rear.
C. right side.
D. left side.
E. top during a rollover.

27. • In the absence of a net force, an object cannot be
A. at rest.
B. in motion with a constant velocity.
C. accelerating.
D. moving with an acceleration of zero.
E. experiencing opposite but equal forces.
28. • How does the magnitude of
the normal force exerted by the
ramp on the block in Figure 4-25
compare to the weight of the
block? The normal force is
A. equal to the weight of the Figure 4-25 Problem 28
block.
B. greater than the weight of the block.
C. less than the weight of the block.
D. possibly equal to or less than the weight of the
block, depending on whether the ramp surface is
smooth.
E. possibly greater than or equal to the weight of the
block, depending on whether the ramp surface is
smooth.
29. • While an elevator traveling upward slows down to
stop, the normal force on the feet of a passenger is
her
weight. While an elevator traveling downward slows down to
stop, the normal force on the feet of a passenger is
his
weight.
A. larger than; smaller than
B. larger than; larger than
C. smaller than; smaller than
D. smaller than; larger than
E. equal to; equal to
30. • Case (a) in Figure 4-26 shows block A accelerated across
a frictionless table by a hanging 10-N block (1.02 kg). In case
(b) the same block A is accelerated by a steady 10-N tension in
the string. Treat the masses of the strings, as well as the masses
and friction of the pulleys, as negligible. The acceleration of
block A in case (b) is
A. greater than its acceleration in case (a).
B. less than its acceleration in case (a).
C. equal to its acceleration in case (a).
D. twice its acceleration in case (a).
E. half its acceleration in case (a).
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F2

A

u2
Case a

Case b
10 N

x
10 N
tension

Figure 4-26 Problem 30
31. • A 1-kg ball and a 10-kg ball are dropped from a height
of 10 m at the same time. In the absence of air resistance
A. the 1-kg ball hits the ground first.
B. the 10-kg ball hits the ground first.
C. the two balls hit the ground at the same time.
D. the 10-kg ball will take 10 times the amount of time to
reach the ground.
E. There is not enough information to determine which
ball hits the ground first.

Problems
4-2 If a net external force acts on an object, the object
accelerates
32. • A hockey player uses her stick to exert a force of 2.00 N
on a stationary puck, which is resting on a nearly frictionless
ice surface. The hockey puck has a mass of 160 g. What is the
acceleration of the hockey puck? Example 4-1
33. • What net force is needed to accelerate a 2.00 × 103 -kg
car at 2.00 m/s2? Example 4-1
34. •• Applying a constant net force to an object causes it to
accelerate at 10 m/s2. What will the acceleration of the object
be if (a) the force is doubled, (b) the mass is halved, (c) the
force is doubled and the mass is doubled, (d) the force is doubled and the mass is halved, (e) the force is halved, (f) the mass
is doubled, (g) the force is halved and the mass is halved, and
(h) the force is halved and the mass is doubled? Example 4-1
35. • Suppose that the maximum power delivered by a car’s
engine results in a force of 15,000 N being applied to the car
by the road. In the absence of any other forces, what is the
maximum acceleration this engine can produce in a 1250-kg
car? Example 4-1
36. •• Three rugby players are pulling horizontally on ropes
attached to a box, which remains stationary. Player 1 exerts
a force F1 equal to 1.00 × 102 N at an angle θ1 equal to 60.0°
with respect to the +x direction (Figure 4-27). Player 2 exerts
a force F2 equal to 2.00 × 102 N at an angle θ 2 equal to 37.0°
with respect to the +x direction. The view in the figure is from
above. Ignore friction and note that gravity
can be ignored in

this problem. (a) Determine the force F3 exerted
 by player 3.
State your answer by giving the components of F3 in the directions perpendicular to and parallel to the positive
x direction.

(b) Redraw the diagram and add the force F3 as carefully as
you can. (c) Player 3’s rope breaks, and player 2 adjusts by
pulling with a force of magnitude F′2 equal to 1.50 × 102 N
at the same angle as before. In which direction is the acceleration of the box relative to the +x direction shown? (d) In
part (c) the magnitude of the acceleration is measured to be
10.0 m/s2. What is the mass of the box? Example 4-2

u1
F1

Figure 4-27 Problem 36
37. •• Three forces act on a 2.00kg object at angles θ1 = 40.0°, θ 2 =
60.0°, and θ3 = 20.0°, as shown in
Figure
4-28.

 Find the magnitude

of F2 and F3 if the magnitude of F1
is 1.00 N and the acceleration of
the object is 1.50 m/s2 toward the
+x direction. Example 4-2

y
F1
u1
u3

F3
x

u2

F2

Figure 4-28 Problem 37

4-3 Mass, weight, and inertia are distinct but related
concepts
38. • What is the weight on Earth of a wrestler who has a
mass of 120 kg? Example 4-3
39. • A bluefin tuna has a mass of 250 kg. What is its weight?
Example 4-3
40. •• Astronomy An astronaut has a mass of 80.0 kg. How
much would the astronaut weigh on Mars, where surface gravity is 38.0% of that on Earth? Example 4-3
41. • What is the net force on an apple that weighs 3.5 N
when you hold it at rest in your hand? Example 4-3
42. •• A 1300-kg car is capable of a maximum acceleration
of 5.0 m/s2. If this car is required to push a stalled car of mass
1700 kg, what is the maximum magnitude of acceleration of
the two-car system? Example 4-3

4-4 Making a free-body diagram is essential in solving
any problem involving forces
43. • Draw a free-body diagram for a heavy crate being
lowered by a steel cable straight down at a constant speed.
Example 4-3
44. • Draw a free-body diagram for a box being pushed horizontally by a person across a smooth, frictionless floor at a
steadily increasing speed. Example 4-3
45. • Draw a free-body diagram for a bicycle rolling down a
hill. Ignore the friction between the bicycle wheels and the hill,
but consider any air resistance. Example 4-3
46. •• A tugboat uses its winch to pull up a sinking sailboat
with an upward force of 4500 N. The mass of the boat is
200 kg and the water acts on the sailboat with a drag force
of 2000 N. Draw a free-body diagram for the sailboat and
describe the motion of the sailboat. Example 4-3
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4-6 All problems involving forces can be solved using
the same series of steps
47. •• Box A weighs 80 N and
rests on a table (Figure 4-29). A
rope that connects boxes A and
B drapes over a pulley so that
box B hangs above the table, as
shown in the figure. The pulley
and rope are massless, and the
pulley is frictionless. What force
does the table exert on box A if
box B weighs (a) 35 N, (b) 70 N,
(c) 90 N? Example 4-9

53. • A locomotive pulls 10 identical freight cars. The force
between the locomotive and the first car is 1.00 × 105 N, and
the acceleration of the train is 2.00 m/s2 . There is no friction
to consider. Find the force between the ninth and tenth cars.
Example 4-8
54. • A 0.0100-kg block and a 2.00-kg block are attached
to the ends of a rope. A student holds the 2.00-kg block and
lets the 0.0100-kg block hang below it; then he lets go. What
is the magnitude of the tension in the rope while the blocks
are falling, before either hits the ground? Air resistance can be
neglected. Example 4-8

B

55. • While parachuting, a 66.0-kg person experiences a
downward acceleration of 2.50 m/s2 . What is the downward
force on the parachute from the person? Example 4-4

A

Figure 4-29 Problem 47
48. •• Two forces act on an
object of mass M = 3.00 kg as
shown in Figure 4-30. Because
of these forces, the object
experiences an acceleration of
a = 7.00 m/s2 in the +x direction. If θ1 = 30.0° , (a) calcu
late the magnitude of F2 and
(b) make a careful drawing to
show its direction, given that
F1 = 20.0 N . Example 4-2
49. •• A 1.00 × 102-kg streetlight is supported equally by
two ropes as shown in Figure 4-31. One rope pulls up
and to the right, 40.0° above
the horizontal; the other
rope pulls up and to the left,
40.0° above the horizontal.
What is the magnitude of
the tension in each rope?
Example 4-3

y

57. •• A car uniformly accelerates from 0 to 28.0 m/s. A 60.0-kg
passenger experiences a horizontal force of 4.00 × 102 N.
How much time does it take for the car to reach 28.0 m/s?
Example 4-10

F1
M

u1
?

x

F2

Figure 4-30 Problem 48

T

T

40.0°

58. •• A car accelerates from 0 to 1.00 × 102 km/h in 4.50 s.
What force does a 65.0-kg passenger experience during this
acceleration? Example 4-10
59. • Adam and Ben pull hand over hand on opposite ends of
a rope while standing on a frictionless frozen pond. Adam’s
mass is 75.0 kg, and Ben’s mass is 50.0 kg. If Adam’s acceleration is 1.00 m/s2 to the east, what are the magnitude and
direction of Ben’s acceleration? Example 4-8
60. •• Two blocks of masses M1 and M2 are connected
by a massless string that passes over a massless pulley (Figure 4-33). M2, which has a mass of 20.0 kg, rests on a long
ramp of angle θ = 30.0°. Friction can be ignored in this problem. (a) What is the value of M1 for which the two blocks are
in equilibrium (no acceleration)? (b) If the actual mass of M1 is
5.00 kg and the system is allowed to move, what is the magnitude of the acceleration of the two blocks? (c) In part (b) does
M2 move up or down the ramp? (d) In part (b) how far does
block M2 move in 2.00 s? Example 4-9

40.0°

Figure 4-31 Problem 49
50. ••• A 2.00 × 102 -N sign
is supported by two ropes
as shown in Figure 4-32.
If θ L = 45.0° and θ R = 30.0°,
what is the magnitude of
the tension in each rope?
Example 4-3

56. • A bicycle and 50.0-kg rider accelerate at 1.00 m/s2 up an
incline of 10.0° above the horizontal. What is the magnitude of
the force that the bicycle exerts on the rider? Example 4-6

TL
TR
uL

uR

51. •• The distance between
two telephone poles is 50.0 m.
When a 0.500-kg bird lands
on the telephone wire midway
between the poles, the wire Figure 4-32 Problem 50
sags 0.15 m. How much tension does the bird produce in the
wire? Ignore the weight of the wire. Example 4-3
52. •• A locomotive pulls 10 identical freight cars with
an acceleration of 2.00 m/s2 . (a) What is the magnitude of
the force between the third and fourth cars? (b) What is the
magnitude of the force between the seventh and eighth cars?
Example 4-8

M2
M1

30.0°

Figure 4-33 Problem 60
61. •• In Figure 4-34, the block on the left incline is 6.00 kg.
If θ1 = 60.0° and θ 2 = 25.0°, find the mass of the block on the
right incline so that the system is in equilibrium (no acceleration). All surfaces are frictionless. Example 4-9

m=?
6.00 kg
u1

u2

Figure 4-34 Problem 61
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General Problems

71. • A girl of mass 50.0 kg stands on a weight scale in an
elevator that is initially at rest. As the elevator begins to move,
the scale displays a value of 350 N. What acceleration does the
girl experience? Assume that the positive direction is upward.
Example 4-7

64. • A reckless coyote engineer straps on a pair of ice skates
and attaches a rocket capable of producing 5.0 × 103 N of thrust
to his back. Together, the coyote and the rocket have a mass of
120 kg. If the coyote starts at rest on level, frictionless ice and
bends over such that the rocket thrust is directed parallel to the ice,
what is his final speed if the rocket burns for 5.0 s? Example 4-5

72. •• A child on a sled starts from rest at the top of a 20.0°
slope. Assuming that there are no forces resisting the sled’s
motion, how long will the child take to reach the bottom of the
slope, 210 m from the top? Example 4-10
73. •• A person weighing W newtons stands on a scale in
an elevator that is initially at rest. The elevator accelerates
upward to a constant speed, travels at that constant speed for
some amount of time, and then slows to a stop. Which graph
in Figure 4-37 best represents the reading on the scale as a
function of time? Example 4-7

Scale reading

Scale reading

65. • You stand at the base of a 4.00-m long frictionless ramp
that is inclined at an angle of 9.00°. You want to slide a 2.00-kg
object up the ramp so that it stops just as it reaches the top.
What initial velocity must you give the object? Example 4-5

67. • A skier starts at rest atop a ski slope that has a slope wof
exactly 40.0°. Her total mass is 72.0 kg. Approximating the
slope to be frictionless and assuming that the skier skis straight
down the slope, what will her speed be after 25.0 s? Example 4-5

w

Scale reading

3
2

w

Scale reading

68. •• A 5.0-kg block slides in a straight line. The velocity of
the block as a function of time is displayed in the vx–t graph in(1)
Figure 4-35. Calculate the net force on the block for the time
intervals t = 0 to 1 s, 1 to 3 s, 3 to 5 s, 5 to 6 s, and 6 to 7 s.
vx (m/s)
4

m2

70. • Medical, Astronomy A
spaceship takes off vertically
from rest with an acceleration of Figure 4-36 Problem 69
29.0 m/s2 . What force is exerted
on a 75.0-kg astronaut during takeoff? Express your answer
in newtons and also as a multiple of the astronaut’s weight
on Earth. Example 4-1

63. •• Use a spreadsheet or graphing calculator to plot the velocity versus height of an express elevator. The elevator starts from
rest on the ground floor, has constant acceleration until reaching its maximum speed of 10 m/s at the 4th floor (the distance
between each floor is 3.5 m), remains at this speed until the
20th floor, and then has constant acceleration until it stops at the
30th floor. Identify the point(s) on the graph when the weight of a
rider as measured by a spring scale will reach its maximum value.

66. • You and a friend are ice skating. Standing in the middle of
the rink, you give your 85-kg friend a push with a force of 3.0 ×
102 N. Assuming that the ice surface is frictionless, what magnitude of acceleration does your friend experience? Example 4-5

m1

Time

w

Scale reading

0
2.28
5.73
11.28
12.27
12.54
12.38
14.11
16.79
21.08
28.51

w

Time

(1)

(2)

w

w

Scale reading

Force (mN)

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Scale reading

Time (s)

Scale reading

62. • Medical During an arthro
scopic surgery repair of a patient’s
knee, a portion of healthy tendon is
grafted in place of a damaged anterior cruciate ligament (ACL). To
test the results the surgeon applies
a known force to the ligament and
increases it at 1-s intervals for 10 s.
Plot the data listed in the table as
a function of time in a spreadsheet
or on a graphing calculator and
extrapolate the best-fit line to estimate the force that would correspond to a time of 15 s.

69. • The Atwood machine in
Figure 4-36 consists of two
masses hanging from the ends
of a rope that passes over a pulley. The masses have the values
m1 = 20.0 kg and m2 = 12.0 kg.
(a) Determine the magnitude of
the acceleration of the masses.
(b) Calculate the tension in the
rope. Assume that the rope and
pulley are massless and that the
pulley is frictionless. Example 4-9
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Figure 4-37 Problem 73
74. •• Your friend’s car runs out of fuel, and you volunteer
to push it to the nearest gas station. You carefully drive
your car so that the bumpers of the two cars are in contact
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and then slowly accelerate to a speed of 2.00 m/s over
the course of 1.00 min. If the mass of your friend’s car is
1200 kg, what is the contact force between the two bumpers? Example 4-10

considered frictionless. Sue’s weight is pulling Paul up the 45.0°
slope. If Sue’s mass is 66.0 kg and she falls 2.00 m in 10.0 s
starting from rest, calculate (a) the tension in the rope joining
them and (b) Paul’s mass. Example 4-9

75. •• An 80.0-kg person stands on a scale in an elevator.
Calculate the reading on the scale when the elevator (a) accelerates at 3.50 m/s2 downward, (b) when the elevator cruises
down at a steady speed, and (c) when the elevator accelerates
at 4.00 m/s2 upward. Example 4-7
76. •• A person weighs 588 N. If she stands on a scale while
riding on the Inclinator (the lift at the Luxor Hotel in Las
Vegas), what will be the reading on the scale? Assume the
Inclinator moves at a constant acceleration of 1.25 m/s2, in a
direction 39.0° above the horizontal, and that the rider stands
vertically in the elevator car. Example 4-7
77. •• A delivery person carries a stack of three boxes labeled
1, 2, and 3. Box 3 is on the bottom of the stack and box 1 is
on the top. The masses of boxes 1, 2, and 3 are m1 = 1.5 kg,
m2 = 2.5 kg , and m3 = 6.0 kg , respectively. The delivery person places the stack of boxes on an elevator floor, which
then accelerates upward with a magnitude of a = 0.90 m/s2 .
(a) Calculate the contact force F1 on 2 that box 1 exerts on box
 2
during the acceleration. (b) Calculate the contact force F3 on 2
that box 3 exerts on box 2 during the acceleration. Assume
that the positive direction is upward. Example 4-7
78. •• A fuzzy die that has a weight of 1.80 N hangs from
the ceiling of a car by a massless string. The car travels with a
forward acceleration of 2.70 m/s2 on a horizontal road. The
string makes an angle θ with respect to the vertical, shown in
Figure 4-38. What is the angle θ ? Example 4-4

u

Figure 4-38 Problem 78
79. •• Biology On average, froghopper insects have a mass of
12.3 mg and jump to a height of 428 mm. The takeoff velocity
is achieved as the little critter flexes its legs over a distance of
approximately 2.00 mm. Assume a vertical jump with constant
acceleration. (a) How long does the jump last (the jump itself,
not the time in the air), and what is the froghopper’s acceleration during that time? (b) Make a free-body diagram of the
froghopper during its leap (but before it leaves the ground).
(c) What force did the ground exert on the froghopper during
the jump? Express your answer in millinewtons and as a multiple of the insect’s weight. Example 4-10
80. •• Medical A car traveling at 28.0 m/s hits a bridge abutment. A passenger in the car, who has a mass of 45.0 kg,
moves forward a distance of 55.0 cm while being brought to
rest by an inflated air bag. Assuming that the force that stops
the passenger is constant, what is the magnitude of this force?
Example 4-10
81. •• Two mountain climbers are working their way up a glacier when one falls into a crevasse (Figure 4-39). The icy slope,
which makes an angle of θ = 45.0° with the horizontal, can be

SSue
Su
ue
ue

Paul
Paul

u

Figure 4-39 Problem 81
82. •• Medical During a front-end car collision, the acceleration limit for the chest is 60g. If a car was initially traveling at
48.0 km/h, (a) how much time does it take for the car to come
to rest, assuming a constant acceleration equal to the threshold acceleration for damage to the chest? (b) Draw a free-body
diagram of a person during the crash. (c) What force in newtons does the air bag exert on the chest of a 72.0-kg person?
The trunk of the body comprises about 43.0% of body weight.
(d) Why doesn’t this force injure the person? Example 4-10
83. •• A window washer sits in a bosun’s chair that dangles
from a massless rope that runs over a massless, frictionless pulley and back down to the man’s hand. The combined mass of
man and chair is 95.0 kg. With how much force must he pull
downward to raise himself (a) at constant speed and (b) with
an upward acceleration of 1.50 m/s2? Example 4-9
84. •• A 2.00 × 102 -kg block is hoisted
by pulleys that are massless and frictionless, as shown in Figure 4-40. If a
force of 1.50 × 103 N is applied to the
massless rope, what is the acceleration
of the suspended mass? Example 4-9

1500 N
200 kg

Figure 4-40 Problem 84

85. ••• Two blocks connected by a light string are being pulled
across a frictionless horizontal tabletop by a hanging 10.0-N
weight (block C) (Figure 4-41). Block A has a mass of 2.00 kg.
The mass of block B is only 1.00 kg. The strings remain taut at
all times. Assuming the pulley is massless and frictionless, what
are the values of the tensions T1 and T2? Example 4-8

B

T1

A

T2

C

Figure 4-41 Problem 85
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Questions and Problems
86. ••• Three boxes are lined up so that they are touching each
other on a nearly frictionless plane, as shown in Figure 4-42.
Box A has a mass of 20.0 kg, box B has a mass of 30.0 kg, and
box C has a mass of 50.0 kg. If an external force (F) pushes on
box A toward the right, and the force that box B exerts on box C
is 2.00 × 102 N, what is the acceleration of the boxes and the
magnitude of the external force F? Ignore friction. Example 4-8
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89. ••• A 1.00-kg object A is connected with a string to
a 2.00-kg object B, which is connected with a second string
over a massless, frictionless pulley to a 4.00-kg object C
(Figure 4-45). The first two objects are placed onto a frictionless inclined plane that makes an angle θ = 30.0° as shown.
Calculate the acceleration of the masses and the tensions in
both strings. Example 4-8
String 2
String 1

F

B

A

C

A

C
u

Figure 4-45 Problem 89

Figure 4-42 Problem 86
87. •• A 2.00-kg object A is connected with a massless string
across a massless, frictionless pulley to a 3.00-kg object B
(Figure 4-43). The smaller object rests on a nearly frictionless
plane, which is tilted at an angle of θ = 40.0° as shown. What
are the acceleration of the system and the tension in the string?
Example 4-9

A
B
u

Figure 4-43 Problem 87
88. ••• A 1.00-kg object A is connected with a string to a 2.00-kg
object B, which is connected with a second string over a massless, frictionless pulley to a 4.00-kg object C (Figure 4-44).
Calculate the acceleration of the system and the tension in both
strings. The strings have negligible mass and do not stretch, and
the level tabletop is frictionless. Example 4-8

A

B

String 1

90. ••• Sports An athlete drops from rest from a platform
10.0 m above the surface of a 5.00-m-deep pool. Assuming
that the athlete enters the water vertically and moves through
the water with constant acceleration, what is the minimum
average force the water must exert on a 62.0-kg diver to prevent her from hitting the bottom of the pool? Express your
answer in newtons and also as a multiple of the diver’s weight.
Air resistance during the athlete’s dive can be ignored in this
problem. Example 4-10
91. ••• A person pulls three crates over a smooth horizontal floor as shown in Figure 4-46. The crates are connected
to each other by identical horizontal strings A and B, each
of which can support a maximum tension of 45.0 N before
breaking. (a) What is the largest pulling force that can be
exerted without breaking either of the strings? (b) What are
the tensions in A and B just before one of the strings breaks?
Example 4-8
Pull
25.0 kg

A

18.0 kg

B

15.0 kg

String 2

Figure 4-46 Problem 91

B

C

Figure 4-44 Problem 88
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